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The Altered World 
Azraq is the home of a race of humans who were, for better or worse, visited by a race of aliens called “The 

Outsiders.” 

The Outsiders parked a massive space station called “The Citadel” in orbit above Azraq. From there, they 

began to spread propaganda about their prophecy. 

“We’re here visiting Azraq to fulfill an ancient prophecy handed down for generations. We cannot share the 

details of this prophecy with you. Knowing what the prophecy entails could ruin its revelation. This is why our 

people cannot fulfill the prophecy, and why we must attempt to shepherd you into completing it.” 

And so it went. The Outsiders would come down to Azraq and abduct people in the name of their prophecy. 

At first, law enforcement and governments tried to fight them. But the efforts were so one-sided. Defeated, 

they eventually gave up and basically granted The Outsiders the authority to take what they wanted because 

there was nothing the powers of the world could really do to stop them anyway. It helped ease their minds 

when The Outsiders would return the people they took mostly unharmed, although not unchanged. 

They never told anyone, but part of the abduct / return process was subjecting people to alien tech that gave 

them super powers… 

The media coined them “Altered.” Humans with super powers capable of wild abilities. Naturally due to The 

Outsiders screening process which goes something like “This guy could fulfill the prophecy” The Altered run 

the gamut from Heroes, to Villains, to the just plain uninterested. 

This world would become a battleground for The Altered. 

A playground for the powered. 

What is Altered? 
Altered is a d20 based superheroic game based on the afflicted world of Azraq. You’ll be playing as an 

Altered, a member of society who was abducted by The Outsiders and granted super powers in order to fulfil 

a cryptic prophecy. 

What you do with your powers is up to you. But with great power comes lots of unwanted attention. People 

will be out to get you just because you’re different now. Villains will look to eliminate any competition. Hero 

groups may come asking to recruit you. Because of this some people assume a secret identity, or outright 

hide their powers entirely. But no matter what road you take, your characters lives will be changed forever. 

Conflict Resolution 
Conflict Resolution is done in Altered by rolling dice and adding modifiers. The better you are at something, 

the higher your modifier, and the higher result your dice roll will be. If you’re terrible at something, you’ll 

incur a negative modifier (a penalty) to the dice roll. 
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To determine the outcome of an event, a d20 is rolled in a “check.” There are many different kinds of checks, 

mostly pertaining to your attributes. So if you are asked to roll an “agility check” you’ll know to add / subtract 

your Agility bonus / penalty to the result you get from rolling a d20. 

Attributes 
There are six basic attributes in Altered. 

Agility (AGI) which is a measure of the speed and hand-eye dexterity of a hero. 

 Rolled to determine turn order at the start of combat. (highest roll goes first.) 

 Adds to your Defense (DEF) while wearing light armor. 

 Applied to rolls determining Reflex checks or Stealth. 

 Determines Attack (ATK) Bonus and Damage (DMG) with light weapons like knives, daggers, batons, 

and so on. 

Endurance (END) is a measure of the internal fortitude of a character. How much damage and punishment 

they can withstand. 

 Determines Health (HP) by adding or subtracting your END score from 15. 

 Governs ATK and DMG with Recoil heavy weapons like shotguns and cannons. 

 Adds any bonus to DEF while wearing Heavy Armor. 

 Applies to rolls resisting poisons, diseases, and other internal ailments. 

Strength (STR) is an attribute used to govern the outward force a character can exhibit. 

 Determines ATK and DMG while using large weapons like axes, heavy blades, or large clubs. 

 Applies to general feats of strength like breaking buildings, kicking open doors, etc. 

Charisma (CHA) governs the charm and persuasion abilities of a character. 

 Determines bonus renown gained by reputation at the end of a week. 

 Determines the maximum amount of Contacts a hero can have. 

 Governs any leadership or persuasion checks the hero might make determining how willing people 

are to listen to you, and how dangerous of a situation they’re willing to follow you in. 

 Applies to general interactions and determines NPCs initial opinion of you. 

Intelligence (INT) represents the basic education and wisdom of a character. 

 When creating a character, your INT bonus will apply to your opening Skill Level. 

 INT adds to your Resistance (RES) giving you a better chance of fending off mind and soul affecting 

attacks. 

 Using large ordinance weapons like artillery or satellite based attacks rely on INT to govern the ATK 

roll since the commands are often complicated. 
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Perception (PER) is the collective stat for all of your characters senses. 

 Determines any checks to hear, see, or smell anything unusual. May be used to “feel” pressure 

changes or small air currents underground. 

 Governs attempts to search rooms, spot ambushes and traps, and hidden or stealthy enemies. 

 Determines ATK and DMG with precision type weapons like bows or firearms. 

Ultimate Attributes 
There is an “Ultimate Attribute” power that grants you double your normal attribute score. You can only 

apply the Ultimate Attribute to an attribute you have a bonus in. Keep track of your “normal” attribute score 

so you know what to double for your Ultimate result.  

Character Generation 
Character creation is done in Altered via a Build Point system. The default is 20 Build Points (BP), but to bring 

a new character up to a higher level, you just add one point per level. 

You can apply your points in any order, but the things you’ll be buying them with are listed below. 

 Attributes 

 Powers 

 Skills 

 Reputation 

Attributes: Each of your attributes begins at -3 and each BP you spend to increase them brings their value up 

by +1. For example, your agility starts at -3. With 4 Build Points spent on it, your Agility increases to +1. 

Powers: Powers are generated somewhat randomly. With each player writing a list of their 12 favorite 

powers, 3 from each of the four tiers. Everybody passes their lists to the GM who then shuffles them and 

hands them out randomly (try to be careful not to pass a list to the player who wrote it.) Each player will then 

roll a d12 to get their randomly generated power from the list they were given. This randomly generated 

power will be your cheapest option, but you have the ability to buy any power off the list you receive for a 

reduced cost, or any power in the game for normal price. 

Powers are listed starting at page 28. 

 The randomly generated power costs only 1 BP + the Tier of the power. (so if the power is Tier 4, it 

costs 5 total.) 

 Any other power off the list of 12 that you received can be bought for 2 BP + Tier. 

 You can choose your own powers from the game for 3 BP + Tier cost. 

 Feel free to alter these rules as you see fit. (Bringing new players into an established game may 

require a different tactic, such as each player picking one or two powers for the new player to 

generate from for example.) 
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 Keep the list after character generation! The powers cost will remain the same as you level up and 

wish to add more powers.  

Skills: You may buy any skill for 3 BP, or increase the tier of a skill you’ve already bought for 3+the skill Tier. 

(So if you want T2 Acrobatics, you’d spend 3 BP to unlock acrobatics, and then 5 BP to unlock the second tier. 

Unlocking the third tier would cost 6 BP and cannot be done until you unlock the second tier first.) Keep in 

mind your Professional Skill will dictate how much money you have to spend and may be a good place to 

drop a few build points. A total Skill list can be viewed on page 10. 

Reputation: Your reputation is a gauge of how well known you are. It does not entail what people think of 

you, just how many people are aware of you. Your reputation determines how much Renown you start a day 

with. Renown can be used to buy new contacts and favors, and is a very important resource since everybody 

needs help sometimes. During character creation you can buy 1 point of reputation for 1 BP. More on 

reputation and contacts can be found at page 23. 

Sub-Attributes 
Now that you’ve spent your build points it’s time to fill in some of the other numbers. 

Health: is equal to 10 +/- your END score. 

Attack: is determined by the governing attribute of the power or weapon you’re using. (More on selecting 

Power attributes can be found on page 28.) 

Defense: is determined by whether you are wearing Heavy or Light armor. While unarmored, DEF is equal to 

10 +/- your AGI score. For more on equipment like armor and weaponry check page 20. 

Resistance: is similar to Defense in that it protects you from certain attacks. Defense is your protection from 

tangible forms of attack (fire, bullets, blades, etc) while Resistance serves to protect from attacks that would 

affect the mind or soul. The kind of assault that cannot be blocked by armor. Your RES starts at 10 +/- your 

INT bonus / penalty. 

 The Details 
Now that you have the stats of your character, and you know what powers you’re going to be wielding, you 

can go about detailing them. How old are they? Where are they from? Do they have a secret identity? What 

is their name, or the name of their alter-ego? Your character history and details can be as vivid as you’d like. 

Alternatively it’s always acceptable to leave some details out, filling them in later as the game (and your 

character) progresses. 

Skills 
There are 14 Skills your character can be proficient in. Ranging from professions to combat relevant, skills are 

a way to keep your characters diverse and useful in the Altered World. Your starting Skill Level allows you to 

choose any skill (you may also use the skill level to increase the initial level of a skill.) 

Anytime you use a skill you add / subtract any attribute bonus / penalty that you have for that skills 

governing attribute representing your natural aptitude for that skill. 
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Ultimate Skills 
Similar to Ultimate Attributes, Ultimate Skills represent an unnatural proficiency in that area. Ultimate Skill is 

a power that can be acquired to make a character supernaturally good at something. 

Acrobatics – AGI 
Untrained: Being untrained in Acrobatics does not incur a penalty. Anyone can make an Acrobatics check. 

1. +3 to AGI rolls involving jumping, dodging,  climbing, tumbling, and so on. 

2. +6 to AGI for acrobatics purposes. Suffer fall damage as if it were 10ft less. 

3. +9 to AGI for acrobatics purposes. +6 to DEF while wearing light armor. 

Ultimate: +15 to AGI, suffer no falling damage, able to scale any vertical surface like wall-crawling.  

Archery – AGI 
Untrained: A character untrained in Archery cannot use Archery based weaponry. 

1. +3 to ATK and DMG with Bows, Crossbows, etc. 

2. +6 to ATK with Archery based weapons. 

3. +9 to ATK with Archery based weapons. 

4. You can multi-fire two arrows in one attack allowing you to deal damage twice on a successful attack 

with Archery based weapons. 

Ultimate: You have guaranteed accuracy with archer based weapons. You can multi-fire three arrows in one 

attack. 

Artillery – INT 
Untrained: A character untrained in Artillery cannot use Artillery based attacks or weaponry. 

1. +3 to ATK with Artillery based weapons. (Artillery Designators, Orbital Strikes, Mortar Packs, Rocket 

Launchers, etc) 

2. +6 to ATK with Artillery based weapons. 

3. +9 to ATK with Artillery based weapons. 

Ultimate: Guaranteed accuracy with Artillery weapons. You cannot be damaged by your own artillery, no 

matter how close to the blast you are. 

Computers – INT 
Untrained: Computers are common enough that anyone could use them for the basics, however being 

untrained in computers incurs a -3 penalty to any check required while using one. 

1. +3 to all checks involving computers. (Hacking, tracing hackers, data mining, etc) 

2. +6 to all checks involving computers. 

3. +9 to all checks involving computers. 
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Ultimate: Gain Digital Form power. 

Demolitions – INT 
Untrained: Characters untrained in demolitions are unable to use them properly. 

1. Ability to use C4 properly to destroy a building sized structure. 

2. Ability to disarm planted explosives. 

3. Ability to safely remove dead-man triggers. 

Ultimate: Gain Combustion power. 

Driving – AGI 
Untrained: Driving is a basic enough ability that anyone could drive in a day-to-day manner. However for 

more difficult maneuvers where a check would be required, untrained characters suffer a -3 penalty. 

1. +3 to all checks involving driving. (Including maneuvers, regaining control, etc.) 

2. +6 to all checks involving driving. 

3. +9 to all checks involving driving. 

Ultimate: Automatically pass all driving checks. Outrun any pursuer, chase down any escapee, etc. 

Drone Control – INT 
Untrained: Military grade drones cannot be used by untrained characters. Things akin to RC Cars and 

Helicopters may be usable still. 

1. Ability to control civilian drones with an interface. Basic, unarmed, simple drones. 

2. Ability to control utility drones with an interface. Corporate drones, cameras, carrier drones, etc. 

3. Ability to control combat drones with an interface. Sniper drones, rocket drones, walking soldier 

drones, etc. 

Ultimate: Ability to control any drone in line of sight, even without an interface. 

Engineering – INT 
Untrained: Being untrained in engineering denies you the ability to make engineering checks. 

1. Ability to repair objects for 1d6 DMG per action spent repairing. Requires a repair kit. 

2. Repair objects for 1d10 DMG per action spent repairing. 

3. Repair objects for 2d6 DMG per action spent repairing, or makeshift repairs without a kit healing 

1d6. 

Ultimate: Repair objects for 2d12e DMG per action spent repairing. Makeshift repairs can be made without a 

repair kit for 2d6 DMG. 

Fighting Style – STR / AGI 
Fighting styles are not tiered skills. Either you have a fighting style bonus or you don’t. 
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 Armed Style: You gain +4 ATK and DMG while using a melee weapon. 

 Brawler Style: +6 DMG with puissant weapons or in unarmed melee combat. 

 Exposer Style: Increased critical hit range to 18-20 in melee combat. 

 Grappling Style: While in a grapple you can do more than control your target by throwing them for 

1d6 DMG, or tripping and pinning them allowing you to deal melee attacks to them on the ground 

until they break the grapple. You can submit enemies when you grapple them causing 1d8 DMG until 

they break free of the grapple. 

 Shield Style: You gain +3 ATK while holding a shield and have the ability to use the shields DEF 

bonuses against all enemies rather than one designated target. 

 Swift Style: You gain an extra attack action while using Finesse weapons or unarmed combat. You 

gain +3 ATK and DMG with finesse weapons. 

 Throwing Weapon Style: You gain +4 ATK and DMG with throwing weapons. (knives, hammers, 

shurikens, throwing based powers, etc) 

Ultimate: You gain +10 to all Melee attacks, +5 Melee Damage, and +10 DEF in melee fighting. 

Firearms Training – PER 
Firearms Training are not tiered skills. Either you have Firearm Training bonus or you don’t. 

 Assault Rifles: +3 ATK with Assault Rifles and HMGs. You can provide "cover fire" affecting a 15ft area 

rather than one exclusive tile. 

 Ballistic Weapons: +3 ATK with grenade and rocket based weaponry. You are immune to your own 

explosions at Danger Close range. 

 Energy Weapons: +2 ATK and DMG with Energy based weaponry. Allows you to fire against a targets 

RES rather than the DEF if you choose. 

 Handguns: +3 ATK with Handguns and SMGs. Ability to dual-wield handguns without penalties. 

 Marksman Rifles: +3 ATK and DMG with Marksman rifles. You can target arms to disable targets 

attack actions next turn, or their legs to disable their movement actions next turn. 

 Shotguns: +3 ATK with Shotguns. Shotgun damage causes either Stun or Knockback in ranges under 

10ft. (You choose which effect when the damage is dealt.) 

Ultimate: Guaranteed hit so long as the shot is realistic. You gain +5 DEF against firearms in a firefight. 

Medical Training – INT 
Untrained: If the check calls for something more complicated than putting on a band-aid, you’re unable to 

perform it. 

1. You may heal allies with first aid for 1d6 DMG per action spent healing. Requires a First Aid kit. 

2. Heal allies for 1d10 DMG per action spent healing. 

3. Heal allies for 2d6 DMG per action spent repairing, or makeshift healing without a kit restoring 1d6. 

Ultimate: Heal allies for 2d12e DMG per action spent healing. Makeshift healing checks can be made without 

a first aid kit for 2d6 DMG. 
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Piloting – INT 
Untrained: Characters untrained in piloting cannot operate airborne vehicles. 

1. +3 to all checks involving piloting. (maneuvers, weapon targeting, landing and take-off, etc) 

2. +6 to all checks involving piloting. 

3. +9 to all checks involving piloting. 

Ultimate: Automatically pass all piloting checks. 

Professional Skills – None 
0. Without a professional skill, you sit at Resource Tier 1. 

1. Your professional skill is worth more putting you at Resource Tier 2. 

2. Your professional skill is more valuable putting you at Resource Tier 3. 

3. Your professional skill has earned you a lot of money putting you at Resource Tier 4. 

4. A leader in the business world. You’ve hit Resource Tier 5. 

Ultimate: Your resources are essentially endless putting you at Resource Tier 6. 

Sciences – INT 
Untrained: Being untrained in the sciences skill leaves you unable to make any checks relevant to the fields of 

science. 

1. +3 to all checks involving general sciences. (Chemistry, Biology, Genetics, Physics, etc) 

2. +6 to all checks involving general sciences. 

3. +9 to all checks involving general sciences. 

Ultimate: +6 to all Mental Attributes. 

*A note about Science Skills: The basic “Sciences” skill refers to general Science. If you decide to specialize in 

one field (if your character is a biologist for example) then you’d first need a Tier 3 Professional Skill and Tier 

3 Sciences skill, at which point you could justify that your character is a legitimate scientist (biologist in this 

case) and claim total accuracy when dealing with that area of science, automatically passing any checks 

relevant to their field (biology in our example.) 

Combat 
The basics of combat lie in your Attack, Defense, and Resistance stats. When you want to attack something, 

you designate what you’re using to make the attack (a power, weapon, or so on) and then you roll a d20 and 

add the appropriate bonus for that weapon / power (your Attack Bonus.) If your attack roll exceeds the 

targets Defense (or Resistance if that is what your attack targets instead) then you hit your target and deal 

the listed damage for the weapon / power being used. 

There are, naturally, a couple of other variables to consider. All of which will be covered in this section below. 
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Acting in Turn 
Altered does not take place exclusively in turns. Outside of combat, there is almost no call for a turn order or 

reason to act independently. However, to give everyone a fair chance to act and to keep things from being a 

scramble, while in Combat the players and the enemy will need to establish a turn order. Determine a Turn 

Order for everyone who will be involved in combat by having them roll 1d20 +/- AGI. Highest rolls will get to 

act first with the turn order descending. 

Prior to combat, establish if there is a surprise round or not. If someone is sneaking to set up an ambush and 

remains undetected by their target then they’ll get to act on the Surprise round. Any number of people can 

operate in the Surprise round, the persons sneaking into position, and the people who win a PER roll against 

the ambushers stealth check may all participate before actual combat begins. 

After the surprise round is sorted out, the actual combat begins starting with whoever rolled the highest for 

turn order. 

Each turn consists of two actions. Actions can be anything but should mostly be categorized into one of three 

things, either Attack Actions, Movement Actions, or Free Actions. 

Attack Actions are anything that doesn’t move you. Drawing a weapon, attacking a target, pulling a lever, 

grappling an enemy, and so on. They’re sorted into “Attack” actions even if they’re not attacks for the sake of 

ease when certain abilities trigger “if an opponent makes an attack action.” 

Movement Actions are more basic and involve anything that would move you. Walking, running, flying, 

teleporting, or so on are all movement actions. 

Free Actions are anything that would take little to no effort to be performed in about under 6 seconds. 

Talking, dropping an item or person, and things of that nature can be justified as Free Actions and do not take 

up one of your two actions per turn. Keep in mind that a GM is free to call you out on exploiting free actions 

and declare you’ve spent too much time performing too many free actions and either reduce your remaining 

turn to one action, or end your turn entirely. 

You are free to make two attacks, two movements, or one of each type on your turn as your situation calls 

for. You may also perform the actions in any order. 

Melee & Ranged Combat 
There are two distinct types of attacks, Melee and Ranged. Melee attacks can only be performed against a 

target who occupies the same area as you do. Ranged attacks can target anyone in any area within line of 

sight of your area. So with a ranged attack, as long as you can clearly see them (and the distance isn’t too far) 

you can make a reasonable attack against them. 

Melee Weapons break down into two main categories. Finesse Weapons and Puissant Weapons. Finesse 

Weapons apply your AGI bonus as an attack roll and are light weapons, usually blades, which can be swung 

quickly and with precision. Puissant Weapons apply your STR bonus and are usually larger weapons like clubs, 

bats, axes, and so on which rely on brute strength rather than speed. 
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Ranged Weapons can be broken down into three main categories. Precision Weapons which use PER and 

require fine aim to be effective. Things like Handguns and Sniper Rifles are Precision Weapons. Recoil 

Weapons have a big kick and require a stable body to use effectively, and as such, rely on END for their attack 

bonus. Shotguns and Light Machine guns are Recoil Weapon examples. The last category is Artillery Weapons 

which basically covers any explosive type weapons. Artillery Weapons rely on INT as the calculating mind 

makes the best use of carefully positioned explosives. Rocket Launchers and Grenade Launchers fall into the 

Artillery Weapons category. 

Movement & Areas 
The standard movement speed is 30ft (3 areas on a gridded map.) You’re free to move to any area adjacent 

to your own, even diagonally. Each Area consists of a 10x10ft section and can be occupied by many 

individuals. You can only make melee attacks against a target within the same area that you occupy, and 

using movement to break line of sight over enemies firing at you from range makes movement an important 

aspect of combat and one that should be considered carefully to maximize your own protection. 

Flight and Tunneling abilities can make movement tracking a chore, but it should be simple enough to 

designate a target on the standard grid as “Above” or “Under” using standard status markers and keeping 

them in view. 

In place of actual movement, you can opt to drop to prone. Dropping to prone will give you a +3 DEF against 

ranged attacks. However it inflicts a -3 ATK & DMG penalty for melee attacks you make, and a -3 DEF against 

attacks made against you from within your same area (ranged or melee.) It will take you one movement 

action to stand up from prone. Moving while prone (crawling) limits your movement to only one area per 

movement action. 

Advanced Combat Mechanics 
There are a number of advanced combat maneuvers you can take rather than the standard “attack” action. 

Charge: You may perform a charge if you’ve moved areas before your attack. Using your momentum to add 

to the weight of your attack grants you a +3 ATK and DMG bonus after the charge. Performing a charge 

attack counts as your full turn, even if you had space to move left over. 

Defensive Stance: Defensive Stance grants you a +2 DEF bonus and allows you to make an attack against 

anyone who enters your area before your next turn. If an enemy charges you while in Defensive Stance, they 

do not gain the benefits of their charge. Defensive Stance must be taken in place of an attack action, and you 

cannot have moved the turn you enter the stance. 

Grapple: Rather than attacking a target in your area, you can enter a grapple with them. While grappling you 

either grip, pin, or otherwise tie up the target disallowing them from making attack actions. To initiate a 

grapple you roll STR against a STR roll of the person you’re targeting. If you win, you control the grapple. If 

you fail, nothing happens. Controlling the grapple allows you to move up to two areas per turn with the 

target in hand. If you wish to release the grapple, you can also throw a target to an adjacent area, or trip 

them within your area (forcing them prone and inflicting penalties to melee combat.) 
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Ready Action: You may opt to keep an attack action readied, saving it for a specific moment or event. 

Examples would be waiting at the corner with a Readied Attack to trigger whenever someone rounds the 

bend. Or keeping an action readied  

Take Cover: If the GM decides there is ample cover in your area (a desk, a tree, a brick wall, etc) then you can 

move into position to stay behind cover and protected from ranged attacks. Depending on the type of cover 

and if the GM thinks bullets might pierce through it, you’ll be considered either in Half Cover or Full Cover. 

Half Cover is the most common since a surprising amount of materials aren’t bullet proof, and awards you a 

+3 DEF against ranged attacks (which stacks with a prone bonus.) Full Cover is used exclusively for when the 

target is in an area that would make them completely safe from ranged attacks. Targets in Full Cover are 

invalid targets. 

Positioning 
When all combat and movement occurs within 10ft areas it’s hard to use game rules to describe flanking or 

surrounding a target, or using specific positioning to get some kind of advantage. In order to maneuver into 

an advantageous position, make an AGI vs. AGI against the target you’re wishing to outmaneuver. If you 

succeed, you may choose an advantageous position from the list below (so long as any other circumstances 

are met.) If you fail, the intended target will get a free counter attack against you. 

Maneuver Benefit Prerequisite Circumstances 

Appel Distract the enemy by stomping your foot and 
feigning a motion. Lowers their DEF by -3 for your 
attack this turn. 

None. 

Flanking You get behind the enemy putting them between you 
and your ally. You and your ally gain +3 to ATK 
against the target. 

Need an ally in the area with you 
and the target. 

Manipulative 
Strafe 

Put a dangerous obstacle near your opponent such as 
walking them closer to a large fall or an area trap of 
some kind. 

Must have a hazardous or target 
danger in mind for your 
opponent to stop near. 

Obstacle 
Cover 

Place a thick obstacle between you and the target 
like a table or tree trunk. Doing so will give you a 
slight +3 DEF bonus against their attacks while you 
fight over and around the obstacle. 

Must have some kind of obstacle 
in the area with you that will 
work. 

Right of Way You clear any maneuver benefits your enemy might 
have established. 

None. 

Shield Other You place an ally behind you, denying your enemy 
any legitimate attacks against them unless they get 
you out of the way first. 

Must have an ally, or other 
target, in mind to be protected. 

Swap Pose You and an ally take carefully planned steps to attack 
the same side of your target in unison. After 
successfully completing this maneuver you and your 
ally get an attack action. This maneuver must be 
performed BEFORE an attack is made on your turn. 

Your ally must also pass an AGI vs 
AGI check against the target 
when you announce your 
intentions. If they fail, this 
maneuver cannot be performed. 

Yielding Parry You give your enemy a false advantage in combat to 
lure them into a counter attack. The enemy gets a 
free attack against you when you make this 
maneuver, and if they miss, you get a counter attack 

None. 
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with a +3 ATK bonus. If you land your counter, the 
damage is considered critical regardless of what you 
roll. 

Critical Hits / Misses 
When attacking with a d20 roll, there’s a %5 chance of rolling a 20 and a %5 chance of rolling a 1. When this 

happens, you’ve rolled a Critical Hit or a Critical Fail respectively. 

Critical Hits count as an automatic hit and will inflict twice the normal damage (so roll damage and then 

double the total result.) They are epic and devastating and the perfect opportunity for a player to describe 

their attack in brutal detail. 

Critical Misses are unfortunate. They count as total misses and usually result in either slipping and falling at 

an unfortunate time, accidentally targeting the wrong person, losing or breaking a weapon, and other such 

calamities that will put you at a disadvantage. 

BOTH of these rules are totally optional and open to changes. Everyone seems to have their favorite method 

of dealing with Critical results (confirming crits, no crit-fails, and so on) so make sure any house-rules are 

clarified before the game begins. 

Non-Lethal Damage 
Unlike in some other games where you can kill with impunity, typically in a superhero themed game you’ll 

want to leave people alive. (Heroes don’t kill.) Because the odds are that you’ll want all of your damage (or at 

least most) to be non-lethal in Altered, there is no distinction between lethal and non-lethal damage tracks. 

When you get the “killing” blow on an enemy, you can choose to make it lethal or to simply knock them out. 

They’ll remain unconscious for as many turns as their health dipped below 0 from your attack (to a maximum 

of 10 turns.) 

If you do decide to let the damage be lethal, then the target will begin to bleed out losing one HP per turn 

until they hit -10 Health. If they are healed through any means before hitting -10, then they will be restored 

to 0 HP. At 0 HP the target will be conscious, however they’ll be weak and only capable of making one action 

per turn until healed to at least 1 HP, or damaged back down to -1 whereupon the bleeding out process will 

begin again. 

(Non-lethal is performed same as lethal. Just decide you don’t want to kill the person with the damage you 

inflict when you get the “killing blow.” 

Common Status Effects 
The following is a list of the most common status effects in Altered. It is not a definitive list and GMs are 

welcome to change and add entries as they see fit. 

Acid: Similar to poison, Acid deals damage on the start of your turn for a preset amount of turns. Typically 

Acid is slightly more powerful than poison, but wears off quicker and can be washed away. 
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Blinded: There are a number of ways to be temporarily blinded. Sand being thrown in the eyes, or having a 

flash grenade go off nearby to name a couple. Being blinded inflicts a -5 penalty to any attempts you make, 

and things that you could not reasonably accomplish while blind are impossible (as decided by the GM.) 

Things like sprinting up a flight of stairs you’re unfamiliar with, or trying to read. 

Charmed: Certain effects will force a target to fail to identify friend from foe. Charmed targets fight for their 

enemies until they take damage and are “snapped out” of their current condition. 

Controlled: While Controlled, a characters actions are dictated by their controller for the duration of the 

effect. 

Drowning / Suffocation: Whenever you’re in a situation where you must hold your breath, your character is 

safe for 5 +/- END bonus in turns. After that time has passed you begin to drown / suffocate. While drowning 

you lose 1d4 Health per turn and suffer a -3 penalty to all rolls as you panic struggle to regain your breath. 

Knocked-Out: When you get defeated and your attacker decides to do a non-lethal finisher you’ll be knocked 

unconscious. Any damage dealt that puts you under 0 is translated into turns spent unconscious. So if you 

had 3 Health and suffered 5 Damage, you’d be knocked out for 2 turns (as your health would be -2.) While 

unconscious, you cannot act or move and do not perceive your surroundings. Any additional damage suffered 

while unconscious gives your attacker the option to add to your time spent knocked out, or to deal the killing 

blow. 

Poison: Poison inflicts damage over time. While poisoned, at the start of your turn you take the indicated 

amount of damage.  

Slowed: Being slowed limits your actions per turn to one. Either one movement, or one attack. And actions 

(such as charging) which require you to take both a movement and attack are impossible. 

Stun: A stun effect means your turn is skipped. You cannot be stunned for consecutive turns, meaning the 

turn after you are stunned you have an immunity to their effect. 

Weaken: Weaken effects give you a -5 to all rolls until they’re gone. Weaken typically comes from diseases, 

being sickened, or other draining like effects. 

Health & Dying 
“Health” in Altered is a basic measurement of your ability to carry on and fight through the wounds. So long 

as your health remains above 0, you’re still in fighting condition. 

When you defeat an enemy, dropping them to 0 health or less, you have a couple of choices to make. 

Lethal Finisher: Your defeated opponent, completely at your mercy, is killed by your hand. By and large, this 

method of dealing with your enemies will not paint you a hero in society. You’ll be branded a murderer, and 

probably hunted down by the police, even if what you did was for the greater good. 
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Non-Lethal: The damage you dealt to your opponent is traded for turns spent unconscious (see the Knocked 

Out status above.) This allows you to take some time to tie up the criminals and tip off the police to their 

location so they can be brought in. 

Pulled Punches: Another non-lethal approach to dealing with your enemies is to knock them down to only 0 

HP. While at 0 HP, a character cannot take more than one action and is basically at your mercy, but not 

unconscious, and so can still hold a conversation.  

All of these rules will also apply to anyone who knocks you to 0 health, so it’s important to maintain yourself 

and withdraw from combat when the tables have turned against you. 

Healing 
There are a number of ways to heal yourself. Some powers will restore health, but for most people you’ll 

have to rest. 

Short Rests take about 10-15 minutes. They’ll heal you up to 3 +/- your END score (it cannot drop below 1 HP 

recovered.) These breaks can be had at any time when you could reasonably have a 15 minute sit-down. 

Long Rests are a day break or so. The amount healed from a Long Rest is determined by your Quality of Life 

rating at page 22. 

Healing Rests are when you become so damaged that you must spend time in a hospital or in your own bed 

at home recovering from the wounds. These rests are usually a week or so long (heroes recover from wounds 

at an amazing rate) and will restore you to full health. Though these rests can be initiated to recover from 

wounds at any time, if the process is interrupted at any point, all the healing you would have gained is gone. 

So consider if a Long Rest might be better for your character to be back in action faster. 

Aside from resting your Hero may have the Medical Training skill and be able to use a First Aid kit. These are 

quick-patches and not definitive healing. When the mission is over, all the damage dealt to your character 

will still need to be recovered through resting. The GM will be keeping track of how much damage each 

character has suffered total to know for how long you’ll need to take your rests. Short Rests will subtract 

from that total, but you might not always have the opportunity to perform one. 

Tip: Not all characters need to take the short rest at the same time. If someone is hurt, they can stay behind 

and catch up to the rest of the group later. Or the non-injured characters can scout ahead or investigate the 

current area while the others take time healing. You can also employ this approach to keep people on watch 

and make your Short Rests a little bit safer, since they are very prone to interruption. 

Resources 
Rather than keeping track of every nickel and dime that your character earns and spends, money in Altered is 

measured by Resource Tiers and spent by making Resource Checks. 

The higher your Resource Tier, the more money you have and the more you can spend. In game terms this 

means you can make more resource checks per day and will likely be more successful when attempting them. 
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Rather than providing a long shopping list of all the potential things you could buy, featured below is an easy 

to use table for placing a difficulty to an estimated price. Basically the price is doubled for every increment of 

5 on the die result. 

Estimated Cost Check Difficulty 

~$50 1-5 
~$100 5-10 
~$200 11-15 
~$400 16-20 
~$800 21-25 
~$1,600 26-30 
~$3,200 31-35 
~$6,400 36-40 

 

Resource Tiers 
When you increase your Professional Skill you also increase your Resource Tier. Your tier allows you to make 

certain purchases for free, and make more resource checks per day. 

The Tiers run 1-5 and are represented on the table below. 

Resource Tier Checks per Day Bonus to Resource Checks 

Tier 1 2 +5 
Tier 2 4 +10 
Tier 3 6 +15 
Tier 4 8 +20 
Tier 5 10 +25 

 

If your Resource Check Bonus alone exceeds the difficulty of the check, you may purchase the item without 

making a roll or costing you one of your checks per day. 

With no Professional Skills, at Resource Tier 0, you can still attempt one resource check per day, you simply 

do not gain any bonus to the check.  

Weapon Costs 
As far as weapons go, you can have whatever type you want so long as it can be fit into one of the available 

weapon categories. Weapons run the scale of effectiveness from -5 to +5 with the more effective weapons 

requiring higher Resource Checks according to the table below. 

Weapon Quality Resource Difficulty 

-5 3 
-4 5 
-3 7 
-2 9 
-1 11 
+0 13 
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+1 15 
+2 17 
+3 19 
+4 21 
+5 23 

 

So let’s say you want your hero to bring a Katana. You go to purchase the weapon and make a resource check 

and can only muster a 10, so you can get a -2 Katana at best. Your weapon will suffer a -2 to ATK and DMG 

until you can make a resource check to buy a new one (or upgrade the one you hold if it is significant to your 

character.) 

Same type of example, except this time you’re interested in a Sniper Rifle. You manage to roll very well on 

the resource check with a result of 19, and are awarded with a +3 Sniper. This sniper will add +3 to ATK and 

DMG when you use it. 

Weapon Categories 
There are five weapon categories in Altered each one associated with one of the attributes. 

Finesse weapons rely on Agility. Daggers, Machetes, Swords, Rapiers, Throwing Knives, they all fall under 

Finesse since they’re intended to be swing rapidly rather than relying on force. When you use a Finesse 

weapon you get to add your Agility bonus to the attack and damage. 

Puissant weapons rely on Strength and cover Axes, Claymore Swords, Clubs, Throwing Hammers, Throwing 

Axes and so forth. When you use a Puissant weapon you get to add your Strength bonus to the attack and 

damage. 

Precision firearms use your Perception when adding attack and damage bonuses. Precision weapons include 

Handguns, Assault Rifles, Sniper Rifles, Bows, Crossbows and so on.  

Recoil weapons are anything that require a stable body to aim properly, featuring a lot of kick and making 

them difficult to use. Recoil weapons rely on Endurance when determining attack and damage and include 

Light Machine Guns, Shotguns, Flamethrowers, Shoulder Mounted Rockets and the like.  

Artillery weapons are based on a projected flight path. They follow an arc, and the best way to predict that 

art is to use your Intelligence stat. Grenades, Rocket Launchers, Catapults, and other arcing or trajectory 

based weapons all rely on Intelligence for their Attack and Defense bonuses. 

Armor 
Armor comes in two different varieties, Light and Heavy armors. 

While unarmored, your DEF rests at 10 +/- your AGI bonus. Wearing armor changes your default DEF rating. 

Light Armor grants you your AGI bonus to DEF. Heavy Armor allows you to add your END bonus to DEF. 

Armor cost is determined by the degree of protection you want to have. So if you want to have an armor 

rating of 16, you need to make a Resource Check of 16. Both armor types can be made to either degree of 
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protection. The maximum armor rating is 20, it cannot be increased beyond that, however your AGI / END 

bonuses can raise your DEF further. 

Quality of Life 
Quality of Life purchases are the essentials that you’ll need day-to-day. Things like food budgets, rent, a 

better phone and car, and all the other basics. Spending on Quality of Life (QoL) can provide certain benefits 

according to the table below. 

Resource Check Quality of Life Benefits 

10 None. Long Rests restore 6 +/- END bonuses. 
15 None. Long Rests restore 8 +/- END bonuses. 
20 A +1 bonus to all rolls due to being comfortable and 

well rested. Long Rests restore 10 +/- END bonuses. 
25 A +3 bonus to all rolls. Long Rests restore 15 +/- 

END bonuses. 
 

Reputation and Renown 
Reputation is a gauge of how relevant your character is in the world and how popular they are with the 

everyday people. You can gain reputation by winning battles, defeating villains, making public claims of 

protection, performing public displays of power, and basically doing anything noticeable that people will see 

and appreciate. 

You can lose reputation by being publicly defeated, publicly humiliated, called out by notable villains, or 

having smear campaigns run against you by rivals. Performing other acts of questionable nobility may also 

cost you reputation depending on the situation. 

Your reputation score at the end of the day represents how much renown you have to spend.Renown works 

as a currency allowing you to “purchase” contacts and favors. When purchasing a contact, you must meet 

them first somehow (possibly by socializing in your down time.) You cannot just walk into a hospital and start 

chatting up a nurse to gain the contact. 

Contacts 
The following list are the available types of contacts your hero can befriend, the cost to become a contact 

with them, and the cost to enact favors from that contact. All prices listed represent the renown cost. 

Corporate Sponsor 
Cost : 40 renown. 

The corporate sponsor is someone who believes in you and what you stand for. They’d rather see you 

spending your time saving the world than working some meaningless job. They’re here to support you 

financially while you support them by saving them from villainous acts. 
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 Will trade 1 renown to add +1 to a Resource Check you make sometime soon. The bonus caps out at 

+10. 

Criminal Underworld 
Cost : 10 renown. 

A basic street urchin and desperate criminal. Though petty and thuggish in nature, they recognize you as one 

of the “good guys” with problems bigger than whatever small fish schemes they may have in place. And if you 

happen to use their information to get rid of some of their rivals along the way, then hey, everybody wins. 

 5r: Will snitch on any street action or potential criminal moves for you within their city. 

 10r: Will reveal gang hideouts, criminal bases of operation, etc. 

 15r: Will commit a crime for you, but may demand a resource check of at least 15 be made first as 

payment. 

 25r: The street urchin sees himself as your henchmen and is on board for whatever you need for 

about a week, after which he may lose interest if not renewed, or simply demand to rest. 

Engineering 
Cost : 30 renown. 

An engineering graduate who is happy to be involved in the hero work and would gladly leap at the 

opportunity to get their hands on any tech based heroes equipment. 

 10r will provide cheap repairs lowering any resource check required on repairs by -5. 

 30r will provide entirely free repairs. 

 50r will lead a team of engineers to build a gadget or device for you. 

 100r will lead a team of engineers and contractors to build a base for you. 

Espionage 
Cost : 40 renown. 

Espionage contacts are spies or double agents within international spy networks who view you as 

trustworthy and genuinely attempting to save the world. 

 5r: Will provide you with any information about a lead that they have at the time. 

 10r: Will investigate a lead for you using their spy network resources. 

 20r: Will provide any information their network or agency has on your lead / target. 

 30r: Will infiltrate and perform reconnaissance in an area for you. 

 50r: Will be a double-agent inside of a group you designate for about a week reporting back to you 

the whole time.   

Hero Trainer 
Cost: 40 renown. 
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Hero Trainers are the type who have worked with tech heroes, mutants, and altered before. Sometimes 

they’re the monastery leaders, other times they’re just the concerned parents of a mutant. Either way, Hero 

Trainers will have your back and do their best to understand everything you’re going through. 

 5r: Will provide you with a hero costume or fix your current one. 

 10r: Will provide you a temporary shelter hidden away for one day. 

 35r: Will grant you a temporary shelter for the week. 

 45r: Will contact another hero they know to assist you in your endeavors. 

 75r: Will decrease your next power cost to increase by 25xp. 

Journalist 
Cost : 10 renown. 

Journalists will be more than happy to act as your contact usually. Generally heroes and their friends make 

for the most interesting news. Useful for getting a message out or clearing the air, Journalist contacts are a 

staple of public heroism. 

 5r: Will accept an interview with you, but they’ll control most of the questions. May add a small 

amount of reputation depending on your answers. 

 10r: Will share trade secrets and rumors regarding leads and targets. 

 15r: Will allow you airtime to justify your actions or clear the air and attempt to restore some 

reputation damage. 

 25r: Will keep a secret for you. (Such as your identity, or the knowledge that you killed someone.) 

 50r: Will tell blatant lies and run smear campaigns against others in attempts to keep your 

reputation high and shame your enemies. (This may not be a “good” act.) 

Law Enforcement 
Cost : 20 renown. 

Law Enforcement contacts are detectives, beat cops, police sergeants and so on. People who generally view 

heroes as “The good guys” even though they act out of order and sometimes muck things up way worse than 

they need to be. 

 5r: Will let you in on any potential criminal leads. 

 10r: Will let you into police controlled crime scenes to investigate. 

 15r: Will allow you to view evidence. 

 25r: Will give you time to interrogate captured criminals. 

 50r: Will collaborate and plan attacks working directly with you.  

Legal Practice 
Cost : 10 renown. 
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Lawyers can make for very good friends for a hero. Oftentimes a hero may find themselves being sued for city 

damages, or even blamed for attacks where the villain was targeting the hero specifically and collateral 

damage had occurred. Lawyer friends can help shed some of that ilk when the occasion arises. 

 5r: Will stand for you in a court case. 

 5r: Will provide legal advice. 

 25r: Will cover losing battles in court, just to give you a slight chance. 

 25r: Will cover someone you ask them to so long as the case looks solid. 

 50r: Will cover someone you ask, even if it’s an obviously losing case. 

 50r: Will try to cover someone you ask and then throw the case intentionally. (This may not be a 

“good” act.) 

Medical Field 
Cost : 30 renown. 

Doctors, surgeons, nurses and so on all fall into the Medical Field contacts. Anyone within this field could 

prove an invaluable asset to the aspiring hero as the learning curve involved in saving the world comes with 

many a bruise and cut. 

 10r: Will provide medical supplies for free.  (one first aid kit) 

 20r: Will provide cheap medical aid at 5rp per 1d10 damage mended. 

 50r: Will provide free medical aid. 

 75r: Will provide free medical aid, and act as a med-evac for your hero. (Either in ambulance or 

helicopter.) 

Outsider / Citadel 
Cost : 50 renown. 

Outsiders are difficult contacts to acquire. Generally they don’t meddle in the affairs, of even the powerful 

humans. But when an Outsider does take special note of someone, they can provide invaluable assistance. 

 25r: Will guide you in regards to the next move you should make according to the prophecy. 

 50r: Will provide a temporary shelter on the Citadel for 1 day. 

 75r: Will unleash the potential in you, providing you with a +2 Skill Level bonus for one day. 

 100r: Will unleash your true potential, providing you a +2 power level for the day. You can use this to 

temporarily unleash a new tier 2 power, two tier 1 powers, or to strengthen current power levels 

(two powers by one level each, or one power by two levels each.) The effects only last for a day. 

Character Advancement 
Each time your character achieves 100xp they gain 1 Build Point for use in adding to their character using 

Character Generation rules at the start of the book. 
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Earning Experience can be done in a number of ways listed below. Bear in mind this is not a definitive list and 

your GM may reward you XP for other acts or just for roleplaying well. 

Heroes generally receive experience for doing heroic acts pertaining to the table below. 

Act XP Reward 

Defeat Minion 10xp 

Defeat Villain – 3 or more levels above you. 50xp 

Defeat Villain – 3 or more levels below you. 15xp 

Defeat Villain – Within 2 levels of your own. 25xp 

Destructive Crime – Capture or arrest. 20xp 

Destructive Crime – Stopped or prevented. 40xp 

Major Conspiracy – Capture or arrest. 15xp 

Major Conspiracy – Stopped or prevented. 30xp 

Minor Conspiracy – Capture or arrest. 10xp 

Minor Conspiracy – Stopped or prevented. 20xp 

National Offense – Capture or arrest. 25xp 

National Offense – Stopped or prevented. 50xp 

Petty Crime – Capture or arrest. 5xp 

Petty Crime – Stopped or prevented 10xp 

Rescue 10xp 

Rescue, Major 25xp 

Violent Crime – Capture or arrest. 15xp 

Violent Crime – Stopped or prevented. 30xp 

Defeat Minion: Not all bad guys are supervillains. Some are just working for them, or down on their luck 

thugs. You will get XP for defeating minions in combat as well as the arresting / preventing XP for the crime 

they were committing.  

Defeat Villain: Beating a bad guy results in XP gain. Your level gauges how much XP you get for defeating a 

bad guy either 3 levels above or below your own. Ideally, you’ll fight targets within 2 levels of yours. 

Destructive Crimes: Any plan to destroy or demolish something without permission. May overlap with violent 

crimes if the destruction was intended to hurt people. 

Major Conspiracy: A plot to commit national offenses is a major conspiracy. 

Minor Conspiracy: Any small time plan to rob a bank or stage an assault is a minor conspiracy. 

National Offenses: Crimes that threaten the security of a nation such as treason, assassination, terrorism, 

smuggling, and so on. 
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Petty Crimes: Theft, misdemeanors, robbery, and other crimes where nobody really got hurt but a law was 

still broken. This can become a violent crime if the robber injures or kills someone during the act. 

Rescue: Saving kidnapped or endangered persons counts as a rescue. 

Rescue Major: Saving a major or important character such as a close contact, another hero, or a political 

figure results in more experience considering the situation was probably significantly more dangerous. 

Violent Crimes: Any crime that involves attacking, harming, or killing another person is a Violent Crime. 

Arresting and Saving Multiple People 
When you make successful captures, arrests, or rescues involving multiple people you gain the XP reward per 

person saved to a maximum of 100xp. Even if you save a 747 loaded with people, you’ll still only get 100xp 

for your efforts. A reputation boost may occur however, depending on how public the event was and if the 

GM feels generous.  

Villains & Nemesis 
Every good hero has a nemesis, or a recurring villain they just can’t seem to get rid of. Where would Batman 

be without the Joker after all? A good villain strength is about equal in level to the party, +2 for each party 

member that outnumbers them. So if your players have a hero party of 3 characters and are all level 5, the 

ideal villain for facing that group would be about level 9 (matching the level 5 heroes, +4 for the two heroes 

outnumbering the villain.) 

Your villains should aim to commit some of the crimes listed above as methods of giving characters 

experience. If they successfully complete these crimes, add double the amount that a hero would receive for 

stopping it to the villains XP. Add the regular amount that a hero would get for stopping the crime to the 

Villains XP just for attempting the crime, even if it doesn’t complete. 

You may also wish to give the villain contacts or draw them up some non-powered henchmen stats to help 

them level the playing field against the heroes. 

A Villains Lair 
This is it, the final showdown. Light vs. Dark, Good vs. Evil. It all happens at the villains lair. 

Unfortunately for the heroes, the Villain has made preparations. The lair is lined wall to wall with traps, or at 

least with places that would be advantageous for our antagonist. As the GM, you may have your villain 

perform one Lair Action per turn. This can be as simple as using telekinesis to fling an explosive barrel at the 

heroes from somewhere in the lair, or by having a spike trap spring up from underneath the heroes, or even a 

dropping stone or stalactite that the villain had no control over, just a benefit for them being in their lair. 

This is to help keep the fight epic, because even though the villain should be levelled above the heroes and 

plenty powerful, a “final battle” in a villains lair should be tough and when the players control the turn order 

4 to 1 against the villain, it can be hard to make it seem that way.  
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Powers 
The ultimate power list of Altered. This was reserved in a sort of “best for last” sort of way, specifically 

because it is so long, and so that it would be easiest to locate at the back of the book. 

Using your powers is freeform, entirely up to you how it gets done. We’ll use Fire Control as an example. The 

five weapon categories (Finesse, Puissant, Precision, Recoil, and Artillery) can be applied to your powers for 

the most part. 

Finesse fire generation would be like flinging small embers at your enemies, or igniting flame at the end of 

rapid punches. 

Puissant fire generation would be generating a mass of flame and hurling it, or igniting your puissant based 

weapons. 

Precision fire generation would be igniting a fire under the feet of a target or directly on top of someone. 

Recoil fire generation might be igniting yourself and trying to use the fire to fly, or trying to use it to generate 

small flaming explosions. 

Artillery fire generation might be lobbing fireballs at an arc, or creating pillars of fire from the sky. 

By assigning an attribute or category to your power, you can add your attribute bonuses to it and understand 

your character motif a little better. A smart character who wields Fire Generation would create pillars of fire 

and control fireballs rather than igniting fists like a strong character who wields Fire Generation.  

Keep in mind the listed feats at each power tier are to be used as a gauge. Something comparable to the 

feats you could perform with the power on your own. They are not a definitive “thing you can do” because if 

they were, this would be a very limiting game. Use the listed power tiers to see about how much damage you 

should be doing and the amount of control you have over your powers. Try to be creative and stay inspired. 

Tier 1 Powers 

Adaptive Mutation 
Your body adapts to whatever harms it, keeping you protected from odd damage types. 

1. Gain +10 DEF against the last damage type used to harm you. 

2. Gain 5 Damage Reduction (5/DR) against last damage type used to harm you. You can “lock” this 

damage type to your DEF for as long as you want, but you won’t adapt to other damage types until 

after you release the current one. 

3. Immunity from poisons, acids, and all other forms of lingering damage. (Initial damage will still affect 

you.) Gain +4 END. 

4. Deal 1d6 extra damage of the last element used to harm you. (You can discharge this element if you 

wish to not use it. In the event that the element may actually heal your enemies by accident, this 

would be the most prudent action.) 
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Amplify Pain 
You have the ability to enhance any damage a target suffers. 

1. Target suffers an extra 1d6 DMG whenever they take damage. You must concentrate your power on 

that target. 

2. Target suffers an extra 1d10 DMG whenever they take damage. 

3. You no longer have to focus this power and may simply designate the effect. 

Animal Empathy 
You gain the ability to speak with and interact with animals. 

1. Speak with / Command small animals. Insects, rats, robins, fish, etc. 

2. Slightly larger animals are susceptible to your ability. Wolves, tigers, sharks, etc. 

3. All natural animals become available targets. 

4. Mythical animals become available. Krakens, Leviathans, Phoenix, Dragons, etc. 

Aquatic Affinity 
You have an enhanced affinity for water activities. 

1. Water Breathing allows you to operate with impunity in the water. 

2. Swift swimming grants you double your movement speed in the water. 

3. Hyper-sensitivity in water grants you +15 PER when submerged. 

4. Regenerative properties while submerged grants you 5 HP per turn spent underwater. 

Body Armor 
You have an enhanced defense included as part of your powers. 

1. +3 DEF. The body armor can be either light or heavy category as you prefer to grant you a better 

attribute bonus. You can change this later with an hour of down time. 

2. +6 DEF. 

3. +9 DEF. Integrating one power into your body armor causes it to act as if that power were one level 

higher than it is. 

4. +12 DEF. Integrate another power, or enhance a currently integrated power by another level. 

5. +15 DEF. Integrate another power, or enhance a currently integrated power by another level. 

*Integrated power bonuses can be removed with the damage or removal of your body armor.  

Body Control 
You have an ultimate control over your own body including blood flow, healing properties, and adrenaline 

release. 

1. +3 to your AGI, END and STR attributes. 

2. Expand muscles to allow you to perform melee attacks in adjacent area tiles, not just the one you 

occupy. You may also contract your muscles to make them more solid adding +3 DEF. You have 
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perfect control over your body and may use both bonuses at the same time, not limited to one or 

the other. 

3. Focus your cells on a molecular level to heal more rapidly giving you a +3 Health Regeneration at the 

start of your turn. You have also learned to calcify your dermal layer granting you a 3/DR from all 

sources. 

4. Releasing adrenaline and grasping control of your reflexes grants you a superhuman strength and 

awareness. +4 to all Attributes. 

Chameleon 
A stealth ability allowing you to blend into your surroundings. 

1. Change color to match any surface you’re touching. Grants a +10 to Stealth checks, costs you one 

action. 

2. Noise cancellation while your colors are changed. Turns your stealth bonus while cloaked to +15. 

3. You may rapidly change your colors as you move letting you cloak as a reaction or reflex, no longer 

requiring an action to perform. 

4. You may now change your color to match something within line of sight, no longer requiring you to 

touch the object. 

Claws 
A dangerous addition of beast-like claws. 

1. Simple retractable claws that deal 1d6 Slashing DMG. 

2. Claws upgrade to deal 1d8 Slashing DMG and have +2 ATK. 

3. Claws upgrade to deal 1d10 Slashing DMG and have +4 ATK. 

4. Claws upgrade to deal 1d12 Slashing DMG and have +6 ATK. 

Combat Efficiency 
You have a superhuman capacity for melee combat. 

1. Gain multiple strikes in combat (you may attack twice in the same action.) 

2. Add +1d6 DMG each time you deal melee damage. 

3. Add +10 DEF in melee combat, gain the ability to counter enemies who miss any melee attacks 

against you. 

4. Add +1d10 DMG each time you deal melee damage. 

5. Defensive bonus from Lv-3 Combat Efficiency extends to general defense rather than specifically 

melee. 

Compound Eyes 
Your eyes are layered and compounded granting you certain benefits. 

1. +6 PER. Your eyes cannot be damaged or inhibited by vision obscuring effects like fog, or dust, or 

water. 
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2. Lock-on Sight allows you to target one person and track them through a crowd or obstacles up to 5ft 

thick. You will also be aware of every item on the person, and gain a +4 ATK bonus against them. 

3. Radar detection grants you the ability to sense all movement within the areas surrounding you, as 

well as the size of the object moved. 

4. Perfect accuracy when fighting a target you’ve locked-on. Your attacks will not miss. 

Concussive Force 
You have the ability to produce a concussive force from your hands. 

1. Concussive blasts deal 1d4 force DMG and push targets one area away in a direction you choose. 

This effect can only be used in melee. 

2. Blasts can be “spawned” on a spot you designate within line of sight essentially giving you a ranged 

attack. 

3. Concussive blasts can be pulsed outward from you affecting everything in your area. 

4. Concussive blasts deal 1d6 force DMG and push targets one area in the direction you choose. 

5. Concussive blasts deal 1d8 force DMG and push targets one area in the direction you choose. 

Digital Form 
You have a superhuman ability to interact with technology. 

1. Remotely control one electronic device in line of sight with no interface. 

2. Remotely control simple electronics. (Street lights, hand radios, phones, etc) 

3. Can produce EMP blasts to knock out electronics within 3 areas of you for 3 rounds. 

4. Your body can take on a digital form. You become intangible and use electricity to phase through 

objects temporarily. (An EMP hitting you while in this state would deal critical damage to you.) 

5. Remotely control complex electronics. (Servers, City Block Grids, RFID tags, etc.) 

6. Can teleport in Digital Form to anywhere in cell-phone signal range. 

Effigy 
You have the ability to inflict your own pain and misery upon a nearby target. 

1. Selected target within your area suffers the same damage you do. 

2. Selected target can be anyone within line of sight. 

3. You may select up to three targets in line of sight to suffer damage with you. 

4. For each target you have designated as an effigy, you gain 1/DR. 

5. You may select up to five targets in line of sight to suffer damage with you. 

6. You have a 5/DR from all sources. 

 *Damage inflicted to you while Effigy is active is also inflicted to your designated target(s.) Their DEF and RES 

does not matter. Damage Reduction is target specific. If you have damage reduction but your target does not, 

your target will take the full damage while you take the reduced amount. Likewise if your target has damage 

reduction and you don’t, they’ll get the reduced amount and you’ll take full. 
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Enhanced Senses 
Your ability to perceive is remarkably ahead the average human, and most other heroes. 

1. +6 PER. Blindsense allows you to “see” even if your eyes are damaged or vision is obscured. 

2. +1 PER. You can read the motives of a person and definitively tell if they’re lying. You cannot be 

flanked or sneak attacked. 

3. +1 PER. You have the ability to see clearly at any range. 

4. +1 PER. You can detect invisible people or objects. 

5. +1 PER. You gain Danger Sense and Power Sense. Anything potentially harmful nearby can be 

detected automatically allowing you to act first on every surprise round. With Power Sense you can 

detect any Altered or Mutant individual within 100ft. 

Ensnaring Projectile 
An adhesive snare that can be used in a variety of purposes. 

1. Web / Net projectile effectively traps enemies until they deal 10 DMG to the trap. Can be fired in line 

of sight. 

2. Trap can take an additional 10 DMG before breaking. (total of 20) 

3. Enemies caught in the trap can be pulled or controlled with no chance to resist. (You can attempt 

this before reaching this level, but the target has gets a STR vs STR chance to resist movement.) 

4. Trap can be set between walls as a snare. 

5. Trap can take an additional 10 DMG before breaking. (total of 30) 

6. Projectile will snag roofs or high surfaces and can be used to swing from objects, or as grappling 

hooks for climbing. 

Exo Limbs 
An additional pair of limbs. They may be retractable or exposable only when needed. 

1. From your shoulderblades extend two tendrils that can be used as extra limbs for lifting and 

operating equipment. 

2. The limbs can be used to claw / bite / pierce for 1d6 DMG in surrounding areas or your current area. 

The attack of the limbs is separate from regular attacks and you can do both in one attack action. 

3. Damage from the limbs attack increases to 1d8. 

4. You grow two more limbs and can use two of them to lift yourself and move around at double speed. 

This new pair attacks separate of the other pair allowing you three attacks in one attack action. 

Extradimensional Storage 
Allows you access to a safe vault stuck between dimensions. 

1. Open a small portal for storing items. Objects cannot be larger than hand-held, objects must be able 

to survive in a vacuum, and only 10 objects can be stored this way. 

2. Object storage increases to 15. 
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3. Claiming and storing your objects is a free action allowing you immediate access to any stored items 

or weapons. 

4. Storage cannot be disrupted by any means or separated from you by any means. So you always have 

access to your vault. 

Feral Mind 
Your primal mind allows you to tap into ancient feral abilities. 

1. You gain a scent ability. You can detect, identify, and track people based on scent. 

2. +4 AGI and STR. 

3. +1 AGI and STR. For every 5 points of damage you suffer, you gain +1 to ATK and DMG. 

4. +1 AGI and STR. For every 2 points of damage you suffer, you gain +1 to ATK and DMG. 

Hive Genetic 
You have the ability to adapt and alter yourself to match others in your presence, as well as imposing your 

own ailments upon your enemies. 

1. You may share all buffs and de-buffs currently affecting you with chosen target in line of sight. 

2. You may choose which buffs or de-buffs to share with your selected target. 

3. You may share chosen buffs / de-buffs with each target in line of sight. 

4. You may steal a chosen buff / de-buff from a target in line of sight, then share it with others. The 

initial target no longer has their buff / de-buff. 

Life Detection 
You have the ability to detect life. 

1. Detect and identify any living thing within 3 areas. 

2. Range increased to 6 areas. 

3. Detect weaknesses and get exact readouts of HP on living targets within 6 areas. 

Life Support 
You have the ability to ensure the safety and health of an intended target under your protection. 

1. Target selected cannot lose health as long as they are your focused target. Target must be within 

your area. 

2. You have a support aura that allows anyone nearby to maintain nutrients and hydration to survive 

even without food and water or in dangerous environments like voids or deep sea. 

3. Target under your protection cannot lose health and may be within line of sight rather than in your 

area. 

Lunar Powered 
Your full power form is activated in the moonlight. 

1. Gain +3 to all rolls while in direct moonlight. 
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2. +5 to all rolls while in direct moonlight. 

3. Regenerate 5 HP while in direct moonlight and suffer 5 less DMG from all sources. 

Mending 
You have the ability to repair machinery and constructs with a touch. 

1. Completely repair broken objects by touch. Requires one full turn. 

2. Time spent on repairs is reduced to one action. 

*The object must have been completed and functioned as designed at one point. It cannot be an incomplete 

project that you mend into completion. 

Mental Lock 
You have the ultimate ability to shut your mind out from outside influences. 

1. Immune to effects that target the mind. (Anything that establishes control or alters memories.) 

2. You may grant your mental lock to allies restoring their proper memories and shutting them out 

from outside influences. 

3. Your mental lock can be used to suddenly stop mental activity in a target within line of sight stunning 

them for one round. 

Realm Creation 
You have the ability to create small pocket realms. Safe places for you and providing small benefits. 

1. Create a personal demi-plane comfortable for you. You can stay in it as long as you like, but it will not 

contain food or water. It is entirely of your design otherwise. You can activate and enter the realm at 

any point or space, but summoning the entrance costs one full turn. 

2. Your demi-plane can be a large as you wish, comfortably suiting any amount of people within it for as 

long as they or you like (they may exit and you may remove them at will.) 

3. Your demi-plane will create food and water for yourself and up to three other people per day. Any 

number of people may still be in the plane, but the food will only sustain 4 people. 

4. Your demi-plane comes with animated souls to act as servants and food and water are generated for 

up to 10 people per day. 

5. Your demi-plane may act as a prison restraining people inside it if you wish. They no longer have the 

ability to exit the plane as they wish, only when you remove them. 

Reverence Inducement 
You have the superhuman ability to induce charm and attraction within other persons. 

1. +6 CHA. 

2. You may have one minion for each point of your CHA bonus. 

3. You have “Advanced” minions. 

4. You may recruit one dedicated follower. 
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*Minions have -2 attributes and 4 points to increase them as you see fit. They can be individual or uniform if 

you’d like. 

*Advanced minions have +0 Attributes and 6 points to increase them as you see fit. 

*Followers have +0 Attributes and 8 points to increase them as you see fit. They also gain XP at the same rate 

you do and have a starting Power Capacity of 1. (The source of their powers is up to you. Altered, Mutant, or 

Tech based. They do not get any origin bonuses.) 

Solar Powered 
Your full power is activated in the sunlight. 

1. Gain +3 to all rolls while in direct sunlight. 

2. +5 to all rolls while in direct sunlight. 

3. Regenerate 5 HP per turn and gain 5/DR from all sources while in direct sunlight. 

Stasis 
You have the ability to inflict a stopping and momentum delaying effect. 

1. You may fire a stasis beam slowing down whatever it hits. 

a. If the beam targets a person, that person misses their next turn. 

b. If the beam targets an object, the object can be lifted and moved easily until the stasis wears 

off. 

c. If the beam targets an object or person already in motion, the object / person is stopped 

until the start of your next turn at which point their momentum will continue as the stasis 

effect wears off. So if it was a bullet mid-flight that got put in stasis, the bullet would stop 

until the effect wore off, but then the bullet would fly lethally as it was prior to being 

affected. 

2. Stasis effect can be maintained at the cost of a full turn. 

3. You can create a stasis field in your area slowing down anyone within other than yourself.  

*Once a stasis effect hits a target they are immune to another stasis effect until they take at least one turn. 

Thermal Control 
You have a total control over your own temperature and the immediate area.  

1. Total control of your own temperature grants immunity from heat / cold damages. 

2. Control temperature of immediate area causing sharp cold and thick heat. Thick heat can affect 

organics causing them to be more sluggish (-2 to all rolls for organics) while sharp cold will interfere 

with electronics (-2 to all rolls regarding electronic equipment.) 

3. Area temperature intensity increases. Penalty for intense heat and sharp cold increased to -5. 
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Ultimate Weapon (Rivals Update) 
1. You select a weapon of choice as your signature weapon. When wielding that weapon you gain +5 

ATK and DMG. 

2. Your signature weapon grants +7 ATK and DMG and it can be recalled to you (via magnets, 

telekinesis, or just carefully planned throwing and bouncing.) 

3. Your signature weapon grants +8 ATK and DMG and is now unbreakable and can only be wielded by 

you. (Similar to Thor’s Hammer.) 

4. Your signature weapon grants +9 ATK and DMG and can be manifested when you need it. (Either 

orbital drops, calling it out of storage, generating it out of energy, or so on.) 

5. Your signature weapon grants you +10 ATK and DMG and regenerates your health at a rate of  +5 HP 

per turn while wielding it. 

Wall Crawling 
The ability to scramble along walls as well as, or better, than you can walk or run normally. 

1. May crawl along walls perfectly at 15ft per movement action. 

2. Speed increased to 30ft per movement action while scaling walls. 

3. Speed increased to 60ft per movement action while scaling walls. 

4. +4 AGI while wall-crawling. 

Tier 2 Powers 

Air Control 
You have the ability to shape and control air. 

1. Shape air to clout enemies for 1d4 DMG and push them in chosen direction. 

2. Create wind-walls that make it impossible for projectiles to pass through. 

3. Push waves of air in gusts to keep enemies at bay. Keeps enemies out of your area. 

4. Create vortexes to lift and trap enemies for as long as you can focus on the vortex. 

5. May cause an Air Render, a powerful slice through the air dealing 1d12 DMG at range. 

6. Use a controlled vortex to give yourself flight. 

Ballistic Projectile 
You can fire out a ballistic projectile to damage your enemies turning you into a living rifle. 

1. Generate a small physical projectile that can be fired at range for 1d6 DMG. 

2. The projectile fire-rate increases allowing you to fire twice in one attack. 

3. You gain more versatility over the projectiles and can fire them in a Spread for double damage at 

15ft or less range. 

4. The projectiles you generate are shaped more efficiently, dealing 1d10 DMG now instead. 

5. You gain kinetic control over the projectiles granting +6 ATK with them and allowing you to ignore 

cover as you can curve the projectiles around it. 
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Corrosive Control 
You have the ability to generate and manipulate acids. 

1. Ability to generate a spray of acid dealing 1d4 DMG and an extra 1d6 DMG on targets turn. Spray 

only reaches within your area. 

2. Acid Jet is a streamlined spray allowing longer range up to three areas away. 

3. Acid generated can be shaped into a bubble and stuck on a wall to explode on proximity. Acid 

damage increased to 1d6 and 1d8 lingering damage. 

4. Acid damage lingers for one turn longer (on targets next two turns they suffer lingering damage.) 

5. You can generate an acid surge causing acid to explode outward from your body as a free action. 

Useful when flanked or grappled. 

6. Acid Lash allows you to stream acid into a semi-tangible whip and attack targets with it up to one 

area away. Lashed targets take 1d8 DMG and 1d10 lingering damage. Acid Spray / Jet / Surge 

damage increased to 1d8 initial and 1d10 lingering. 

Deflection 
You gain a counter-power ability to ignore any powered attacks thrown your direction. 

X. You may deflect powers of your level or less that target you or your area. You can move the affect 

to another area nearby. You cannot target powers of a level above your Deflection level. 

*You can level deflection as high as you’d like. 

Earth Control 
You have the ability to control and move stone and command the earth beneath your feet. 

1. Ability to pull rocks from the ground to use as projectiles dealing 1d6 DMG. 

2. May pull larger rocks like boulders from the earth to smash into enemies dealing 1d12 DMG. 

3. Splash up dirt, mud, sand, etc to create a screen causing enemies to lose line of sight and lowering 

PER in the area for all targets by -4. 

4. May surround self in stone to provide the following effects. +6 DEF, +4 STR, -2 AGI. 

5. Rend the earth with a massive crack that explodes into shards of stone when it reaches target area. 

Deals 1d12+6 DMG in target area and knocks damaged targets prone. 

6. You may pull a boulder from the earth and ride on it as a method of flight. You may also root yourself 

up to your chest in the earth to heal +5 HP per turn rooted. 

Electric Control 
You have the ability to generate and manipulate electricity and electrical sources. 

1. You may generate an electric shock from your hands charging melee attacks with +1d6 extra shock 

DMG. 
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2. You may drain electricity from power lines and electronics to heal yourself for +2 HP per turn spent 

draining energy. (Things that run on batteries cannot be drained for more than 10HP and even direct 

outlets and power lines will overload at about 25 HP.) 

3. You can fire small bolts of electricity from your hands to deal 1d6 DMG at range. 

4. Fire a large electric bolt from your hands that splashes on contact dealing 1d10 DMG at the point of 

impact and 1d6 DMG to all people in surrounding area. 

5. You can put up a small electric shield to protect yourself from projectiles and ranged attacks. You 

may now also store an extra 10 HP of drained electricity which does not join your regular HP, but 

instead can be used to empower Electric attacks. For every 5 HP drained your electric attacks move 

up one DMG dice. (from d6 to d8, from d10 to d12, etc) 

6. You can now hold an additional 25 HP of drained electricity, and you can push small pulses of 

electricity from your feet or hands downwards to fly / levitate. 

Fire Control 
You have the ability to control and manipulate fire and heat. 

1. Ability to control existing fire by empowering it to burn stronger, or to swirl it into targets for 1d8 

DMG, or extinguish unwanted flames. 

2. Ability to generate fire from your palms at will allowing you to deal an extra 1d8 DMG with melee 

attacks, or to push the flames forward like a flamethrower dealing 1d8 DMG in an adjacent area, or 

your current area. (May also damage you!) 

3. Shape fire further into large swaths (straight line of fire dealing 1d8 DMG to anything in the path), 

pillars of flame raining from above (designating several targets for 1d8 DMG), large fireballs 

(explosive dealing 1d8 on impact and 1d6 splash damage), or to engulf enemies (1d4 DMG each turn 

they're enflamed, must focus this ability.) 

4. May burn yourself causing 1 HP damage each turn you're engulfed but causing anyone surrounding 

you to suffer 1d6 DMG per turn. 

5. Suffer no damage from immolating yourself, rather you gain 3/DR from all sources while immolated. 

6. Using the fire like a jet engine you have the ability to fly. 

Force Field 
You can summon force bubbles to protect you from outside damage. 

1. A large force bubble surrounds you and keeps all objects and people out / in. The field covers 5ft 

around you and can only suffer 10 DMG before breaking. 

2. The Field can suffer an extra 10 DMG (20 total), and you can now choose to make it smaller to cover 

only yourself if you'd like. 

3. The Field can suffer an extra 10 DMG (30 total), and you now have the ability to spawn bubbles up to 

10x10ft wide in target areas that you choose in line of sight. 

4. The Field can suffer an extra 10 DMG (40 total), and you can now make the field slightly wider 

covering your entire area. 
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5. The Field can suffer an extra 10 DMG (50 total), and you can now create and move the fields rather 

than making them stationary. This allows you to make small fields and move them to bash enemies 

for 1d6 DMG. 

6. Reflex fields allow you to generate precise small fields quickly around yourself making you immune 

to all physical ranged attacks. Splash attacks or mind affecting attacks might still break through. (Fire, 

explosions, electricity, psionics, are some examples of things that would still get through.) 

Gateway 
You have the ability to open up portals allowing instant transportation. 

1. Create one pair of gates on any surface you can touch. The gates act as a doorway between one 

another and may be any distance away. 

2. You may create gateways on any surface in line of sight. 

3. You may create a second (separate) pair of gates on any surface in line of sight. 

4. Gates can be created without requiring a surface behind them. 

Growth 
You have the ability to envelop yourself in a tangible specter, similar to yourself only much larger. Your body 

floats within the specter while active, mimicking its movements.  

1. Grow up to Large size (around 10ft tall) and gain following effects. +3 STR, +2 END -2 AGI. 

2. Grow up to Giant size (around 20ft tall) and gain following effects. +6 STR, +4 END, -4 AGI. 

3. Grow up to Colossal size (around 30ft tall) and gain following effects. +12 STR, +8 END, -8 AGI, Crush 

targets at Medium or smaller size with melee attacks outright killing them. 

4. Maintain grace while enlarged, your AGI penalties are halved (-1 at Large size, -2 at Giant size and -4 

at Colossal size) 

Ice Control 
You have the ability to manipulate the moisture in the air, generating and controlling ice on the spot. 

1. You can generate a spray of sleet from your hands in a 15ft cone in front of you. The spray deals 1d4 

DMG and slows the target to one action on their next turn. 

2. You can shape the sleet into a path for "skating" on which dissipates behind you as you do. Doing so 

allows you to travel through the air at 60ft per movement, but requires sacrificing your attack action 

to do so. 

3. You can shape the sleet into more versatile objects like a sword of ice (dealing 1d10 DMG) or ice 

shards (3 ranged attacks each capable of dealing 1d6 DMG) or into a quick sphere of ice that freezes 

targets or areas on impact up to 25ft away. Frozen targets are stuck until they spend an action to 

break free. Frozen areas cause anyone walking through them to spend twice their speed or they'll fall 

prone and take 1d4 DMG. 
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4. Encase yourself in ice like an armor. The ice will protect for up to 15 DMG before shattering into tiny 

shards dealing 1d4 DMG to anyone around you and a spray of sleet slowing them down to one 

movement. Fire will deal double damage to the ice and negate the shards and spray effects. 

5. Create frozen clones who move on your command. If the clones touch a target the target will be 

frozen until they spend an action to break out of the ice. 

6. Anytime a target spends an action to break out of ice, you get a reflex action first. Each turn a target 

spends frozen they suffer 5 DMG, and each time they attempt to break free they suffer another 1d6 

DMG. 

Illusions 
You have the ability to create mind-affecting illusions. 

1. Create minor illusions. Objects like walls, furniture, anything stationary. If the object is touched it will 

disappear. 

2. Create more major illusions. Large objects like completely furnished buildings, or people complete 

with unique appearances and voices who move and interact with other illusions freely. 

3. Create combative illusions. Illusory beasts with +4 ATK and 1d8 DMG from their claws. Phantasmal 

Warriors who ignore defense and attack targets resistance with +2 ATK and 1d8 DMG. The illusions 

cannot suffer any damage or they dissipate. 

4. Stronger combat illusions. Giant illusory Dragons which attack with firebreath from above using +10 

ATK and 1d12+1d6 Fire DMG. Illusory armor can cover you and protect you from whatever damage 

you would suffer next. 

5. Lucid Projections allow you to create illusions unique to each target in the area, distracting them for 

as long as you focus the illusions. What they see and how it makes them feel (fear, bliss, anger, etc) is 

up to you. You can cause them to fight each other or cower away from your team, whatever purpose 

suits your needs at the time. 

6. Create illusory duplicates of yourself which use the same powers you do (except illusions) and fight 

on the same turn you do under your command. They cannot suffer damage or they'll dissipate. 

Invisibility 
You can turn yourself invisible granting you a huge advantage in stealth. 

1. The ability to turn invisible for two turns as a free action. You re-appear at the end of your second 

action on the second turn you were invisible. 

2. There is no longer a limit to your invisibility. You can stay invisible as long as you'd like. 

3. You can no longer be detected by thermal cameras. Dust tagging will still detect you, as will scent 

abilities. 

4. You gain increased movement (+2 Speed) and extra damage (+1d6) while invisible. 

Leaping 
You can leap tall buildings in a single bound. 
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1. You may jump up to 30ft (3 areas) up or away as your movement action. Jump-charging someone 

with an attack deals an extra 1d6 DMG. 

2. Leap upgraded to 60ft (6 areas.) Jump-charging deals an extra 1d12 DMG. 

3. Leap upgraded to 120ft (12 areas.) Jump-charge deals an extra 1d12+1d6 DMG. 

4. Leap upgraded to 180ft (18 areas.) Jump-charge deals an extra 2d12 DMG. 

Paralyzing Touch 
You have an ability to immediately stun and shut down a target with a mere touch. 

1. If your attack lands, the target gets an END check against your ATK roll. If they fail, you stun them for 

one turn. 

2. Guaranteed paralysis simply by touching. Stun, for one turn, anything you touch with no END check 

to resist. 

3. Targeted paralysis allows you to disable arm movement (Attacks), leg movement (Movement), or to 

cause muscle tightening in the chest dealing 1d4 DMG and stunning. 

4. Targeting the head will stun, blind, and disable all senses of the target for one turn. 

Phantasm 
You have the ability to turn incorporeal and intangible slipping between the realm of living and dead 

momentarily to access your powers. 

1. Incorporeal form allows you to pass through walls and physical matter with ease. 

2. Flight while incorporeal at 15ft per movement. 

3. Ectoplasm glob can be thrown at enemies inflicting 1d6 DMG and slowing them down to one action 

on their next turn. 

4. A soul-draining touch while incorporeal inflicts 1d6 DMG and heals you for just as much. 

5. Increased flight speed to 30ft. 

6. Ectoplasm globe deals 1d8 DMG. 

7. Soul-drain increased to 1d10 DMG, healing you for twice as much damage inflicted. 

Plant Control 
Separate from Earth Control which embodies mostly rock and stone, Plant Control allows you to control and 

create living, green plants and trees. 

1. Rapid growth of grass into vines for lashing (+1 ATK, 1d6 DMG) or to make impassible brush that 

must be attacked before walking through (except by you). 

2. By touching the ground you can sprout vines or wood. Vines will lash at enemies or can be grown 

with Lv-1 powers, and the wood can be shaped to form a barrier around you or directed forward in a 

Splinter Line dealing 1d6 DMG to anyone in the path. 

3. You can generate and toss seeds that explode into spores causing one of four effects. Leech spores 

deal 1d4 DMG and heal you for that amount. Sapping spores cause targets to experience -3 ATK, PER, 

AGI, -5 DEF, and -2 Speed. Detection spores blanket the area in dust allowing you to see the area 
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perfectly, even revealing invisible targets. And Needle Spores simply hone in on targets and inflict 

1d6 DMG. Each spore cloud covers a 20x20ft radius and lasts until the end of your third turn. While a 

spore cloud is active you cannot launch another without disabling the first. 

4. You can receive healing by standing in tall grass or being close to natural trees. You heal for 1d10 

DMG each turn spent in areas like this. 

5. You can Treestep allowing you to teleport between any two trees that are within 100ft of each other. 

Plants will also "speak" with you revealing anything about the area they're in that you want to know. 

Plasticity 
Your body is capable of stretching and flexing way beyond normal human levels, giving you access to a 

number of odd effects. 

1. Stretch arms for reach up to 20ft away or stretch legs for 45ft movement speed. 

2. Twist body to make for a smaller target (+4 DEF). Your elasticity now prevents damage from blunt 

force like falling damage, kinetic damage, and Bashing weapons. 

3. You can "Wring out" de-buff effects as a movement action removing all acid, poison, and other 

unwanted effects from yourself. 

4. You have an advanced control over shaping your body and can form hammers and dagger shapes for 

your fists dealing 1d10 extra melee DMG, or form parachute shapes or makeshift wings from your 

underarms to glide. You can also coil up as a spring and launch yourself in a 60ft leap. 

5. Your plastic body is difficult to damage as orthodox weaponry struggles against your body form. You 

gain 8/DR from all physical sources. 

Poison Control 
You have the ability to create and manipulate poisons and toxins to great effect. 

1. You generate poison from your body that can be applied to melee weapons dealing 1d6 lingering 

damage over 1d4 turns if targets are hit. 

2. Your poison increases in toxicity dealing 1d8 lingering damage over 1d4 turns. 

3. You can control the speed and reaction of poison allowing you to deal 1-8 DMG as you see fit over 1-

4 turns as you choose. You can also neutralize poison, or cause poison to sit dormant until you either 

die or command it to continue. 

4. Your poison lethality increases to 1-10 DMG over 1-4 turns. 

5. You can cause a poison surge within any target currently poisoned forcing them to take all their 

poison damage at once rather than over time. This usually causes the target to be sick and stun them 

for one turn. 

6. Any target poisoned can be controlled by you as you control the poison within their blood. They act 

as your puppet until the poison wears off or you release control. 

Regeneration 
Your health recovers at a superhuman rate. 
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1. Regenerate 10 HP per turn automatically. 

2. Regenerate 15 HP per turn. If you are missing a limb, eye, etc the part will grow back after two turns. 

3. Regenerate 20 HP per turn. Even if you are killed your body will restore itself so long as the repair is 

unobstructed (a spike in the heart or brain must be removed before you come back.) 

4. Regenerate 25 HP per turn. Your body will push out foreign objects (spike in heart no longer works to 

keep you dead) and will continue healing. 

* Decapitation will result in the growth of a new body in about a day. Regenerators can always be killed by 

complete destruction of the body in acid, fires, shredding, etc. 

Shield Aura 
You provide an aura of ultimate defense. 

1. An aura of defense around you grants +5 DEF / RES to all attacks for as long as you focus your power 

(costing you one action per turn.) 

2. Your aura expands to those around you who you choose to be affected, targeting any allies within 

your current area. 

3. Aura provides +8 DEF / RES. 

4. Aura can be controlled and designated to cover targets other than yourself in line of sight. 

5. Aura is permanent and no longer requires an attack action to focus. 

6. Aura provides +12 DEF / RES. 

Shrinking 
You have the ability to reduce your body size and mass on the spot. 

1. Shrink down to Small size (about the size of a child) and gain following effects. +3 AGI, +1 Speed, -2 

STR. 

2. Shrink down to Tiny size (would fit in your palm) and gain following effects. +6 AGI, +3 Speed, -4 STR, 

can be crushed by Medium or larger size melee attacks which will outright kill you. 

3. Shrink down to Micro size (about half the size of a penny) and gain the following effects. +12 AGI, +5 

Speed, -8 STR, cannot be targeted individually without extreme perception effects (Compound Eyes) 

and are too small to be affected by area target effects. 

4. Maintain power while shrunken, your STR penalties are halved. (-1 at Small size, -2 at Tiny size, and -

4 at Micro size) 

Smoke Control 
You have the ability to create and manipulate smoke. An often underrated ability, smoke manipulation can 

be devastating in the right hands. 

1. Create a smokescreen covering the area you occupy, limiting the vision of everyone within, or 

looking within, except yourself. 

2. Throw a ball of embers and smoke that deals 1d6 DMG to the target and partially blinds them until 

the end of their next turn (They suffer a -5 ATK penalty and automatically fail PER checks.) You can 
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create a warm steam around yourself dealing 1d4 DMG to anyone within your area and adding 1d4 

DMG to your melee attacks. 

3. You can throw a small ball of smoke causing the target to teleport to an area you want in line of 

sight. You can use this ability on yourself as well. 

4. Assume a smoke form making you immune to all attacks, even incorporeal or magic ones. Air based 

attacks will deal double damage while in smoke form. 

Sonic Control 
You have the ability to control and manipulate sounds and the reverberations that they cause. 

1. Create a sonic pulse with your voice dealing 1d6 DMG to anyone within earshot (usually 2 areas.) 

2. Mute voices, alarms, and all other sounds. Throw your own voice as the vocal point of your sonic 

pulse up to 3 areas away. 

3. Sonic Pulse damage increases to 1d8 DMG. 

4. Create zones of mute and designate areas / targets to act as receivers (any sounds that would be 

heard if you were standing there, you can hear from any distance away.) 

Soul Manipulation (Rivals Update) 

1. You can split your soul into small beams of energy which home in on a target never missing their 

mark. These small beams deal 1d4 DMG. 

2. You can use your split soul to fire a small barrage of energy bolts like a shotgun, dealing 1d8 DMG to 

anyone in your area. 

3. You can manifest a larger spear-like beam and fire it at range dealing 1d12 DMG. The attack is 

exhausting though and causes you to suffer 3 damage. 

4. You can shape the energy into a sword and make a cleaving attack against anyone in your area or an 

adjacent area to deal 1d10 DMG. The sword will burn through armor and hide as it strikes directly 

against the soul meaning it automatically connects. 

5. Your small beams which home in on targets are upgraded to deal 1d6 DMG. You can also now 

manifest an energy shield to grant you +5 DEF against a specific target. 

6. Anyone you hit with a soul-based attack lets you attempt to Control them for one turn. You make an 

INT check against their RES and if you win, you control their actions on their next turn. After this turn 

of control, that target is immune to your control for the remainder of combat. 

Ultimate Attribute 
You gain one Ultimate Level attribute. 

X.  You may select one attribute to be doubled. The attribute must be one that you currently have a 

bonus in. 

Ultimate Skill 
You gain one skill at an Ultimate level. 
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X. Any Ultimate Skill is already as good as it can possibly be. The only reason to invest in leveling up 

the Ultimate Skill would be in the event that you combat someone else with another Ultimate Skill 

and you wish to have one-up on them. 

Tier 3 Powers 

Animation 
You have the capacity to imbue inanimate objects with a temporary soul and purpose with their short lives to 

serve you as their master. 

1. Create small golems out of scraps about the size of a microwave or toaster. You may control up to 3 

animations at a time. 

2. Create normal sized golems out of scraps about the size of a refrigerator. You may control up to 5 

animations at a time. 

3. Create large sized golems out of scraps about the size of a car. 

4. You may control up to 10 animations at a time. 

* Small Golems have the following stats. +0 AGI, +1 END, -4 STR, X CHA, +0 INT, +1 PER, 10 HP, 8 DEF, 10 RES, 

4 Speed, 6 Flying Speed, -2 ATK, 1d4 DMG. 

* Average Golems have the following stats. +2 AGI, +4 END, +2 STR, X CHA, +0 INT, +2 PER, 20 HP, 14 DEF, 12 

RES, 6 Speed, +2 ATK, 1d8 DMG. 

* Large Golems have the following stats. +2 AGI, +6 END, +6 STR, X CHA, +0 INT, +2 PER, 40 HP, 18 DEF, 15 

RES, 6 Speed, +5 ATK, 1d12 DMG, Rock Toss ranged attack for 1d10 DMG and 1d8 explosive splash DMG. 

Combustion 
You have the ability to create and control small scale explosions. 

1. Generate a small orb which sticks to a surface and explodes when you detonate it dealing 2d6e DMG 

and destroying weaker materials. 

2. Throw the exploding orb up to two areas away. Explosion will now cover a an entire area. 

3. Larger orbs for more damaging effect causing 4d6e DMG. 

4. Use yourself as the catalyst for an explosion dealing 1d6 DMG to you and 3d6 DMG to anyone 

around you within your area. 

5. You can use your legs as a catalyst for explosions and basically "rocket jump" yourself 60ft into the 

air in any direction. 

*Your explosions generated from this power will not harm you. Other explosions still will. 

Crystal Control 
You have the unusual ability to generate and control unnatural power responsive crystals. 
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1. You can generate small crystals on objects you're wearing for +3 DEF and on melee weapons you 

wield to deal +3 DMG. 

2. You can generate Crystal weapons on the fly. These weapons have +4 ATK and roll damage twice, but 

are otherwise similar to normal weapons but covered in crystals. These weapons can only be wielded 

by yourself. 

3. You can generate crystal shards that hover over your shoulders. The shards will automatically attack 

the nearest enemy or the first enemy to come within 20ft of you, even interrupting their turn to do 

so. The shards have +9 ATK and deal 1d6e+6 DMG. 

4. By placing a hand on the ground or a wall you can cause a small beam of light to trace directly 

outward from you like a laser in any direction. Large crystal chunks will appear out of this fault and 

deal 1d12e+4 DMG to anyone in the line. The crystals disappear immediately after sprouting. 

5. You may launch a small crystal orb at any spot in line of sight from which a mass of crystals will 

produce dealing 1d10e DMG and halting all movement until the end of your next turn. 

6. Crystal Shard DMG increased to 1d8e+8. You can throw a crystal orb that explodes on impact into a 

fine glistening dust. The dust will begin to crystalize anything inside the area it targets. Mere contact 

with the dust will develop crystals inducing -2 penalties to all rolls. Each action taken within the dust 

(starting an attack or movement action) will increase the penalty by -2 and cause 1d6 DMG. This 

effect wears off restoring +1 off the penalties induced at the start of the affected targets turn. This 

dust covers a single area and will remain until you cancel it or use the ability again somewhere else. 

Darkness Control 
You have the ability to manipulate and generate darkness. 

1. You can generate an aura of darkness around you up to 50ft. You're capable of seeing and fighting in 

the darkness with no disruption, others receive -4 ATK penalties and -8 PER penalties. 

2. You can create spheres of shadows and launch them at enemies. If they hit a target, they deal 1d6 

DMG. The orb will drip off targets to the ground (or will splash against the ground where it lands) 

and form a black pool. The black pool can be used to summon a dark tendril to lash at targets (with 

reach) dealing 1d8 DMG. The pools will stay until a new orb is thrown. 

3. You can summon tendrils from within your darkness auras to lash at anyone within them. You can 

also summon tendrils from deep shadows and darkness. 

4. You can create a shadow clone of yourself. Creating the clone is one action, and the clone will act on 

your command the turn after you. The clone cannot use any powers but has the same stats as you 

currently do. After the clone takes its turn it dissipates. 

5. You can create two shadow pools and step through them freely. Your shadow orb damage is upgrade 

to 1d8 on contact and the tendrils upgrade to deal 1d10 DMG. 

Flight 
You have the power of controlled flight. 

1. You have the ability to fly up to 30ft per movement. (3 areas.) 

2. Upgraded flight speed to 60ft. (6 areas.) 
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3. You have increased manuevering while in the air and gain +4 AGI while flying. 

Hyper Speed 
You are one of the speedsters of the world with the ability to run faster than the eye could see. 

1. You can sprint at 180ft (18 areas) per movement. 

2. You can cover 360ft (36 areas) per movement. 

3. Any distance is do-able in a maximum of three turns, even running across the surface of oceans or 

across nations. 

Light Control 
You have the ability to generate and manipulate light to a deadly effect. 

1. You can create light around you, or send a small light orb anywhere in line of sight. 

2. Lights can be enhanced to a blinding degree causing anyone within 10ft of any light source to be 

stunned for one turn. This includes your light orbs. 

3. Light sources can be detonated dealing 1d12 DMG to anyone within 10ft of the light. This includes 

your light orbs. 

4. You can create a searing beam of light like a laser dealing 1d10 DMG and with a +3 bonus on ATK to 

anywhere in line of sight. 

5. Lights you create have a healing effect. Any allies within 10ft of a light orb will regain 1d6 HP and 

exploding your light orbs will heal allies while damaging enemies in the area of effect. 

Magnetic Manipulation 
A more precise term would be “metal manipulation.” But basically you can control all metal objects around 

you. 

1. You can manipulate small metal objects, about 10 lbs or lighter. Anything in line of sight can be 

pulled or repulsed. 

2. Metal objects at around 50 lbs or lighter can be manipulated. 

3. Metal objects at around 100 lbs or lighter can be manipulated. 

4. Metal objects at around 200 lbs or lighter can be manipulated. 

5. Metal objects at around 500 lbs or lighter can be manipulated. 

Orb of Power (Rivals Update) 
1. Spawn 1 Orb of Power which floats nearby (you can choose where around your body it hovers) The 

orb grants you +1 to one attribute of your choice. 

2. You may spawn a 2nd Orb of Power. You may designate a different attribute for each orb, or have 

them all buff only one attribute. 

3. You may manipulate the Orbs using them as bashing weapons in combat. Each orb gets its own 

attack as if they were extensions of your body. The Orbs deal 1d6 DMG if they hit, but cannot target 

outside of your area. 

4. You can spawn a 3rd Orb and each one provides +2 bonuses to attributes. 
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5. You can spawn a 4th Orb. Your orbs grant you +3 ATK and DMG while used in combat. 

6. You can attach your Orbs of Power to teammates rather than yourself. They will grant your allies the 

attribute bonuses you select, however YOU are still in control of making attacks with these orbs. 

Your Orbs now provide +3 to the chosen attribute each.  

Organic Alteration 
Your body is able to change form and function at a moment’s notice. You’re basically a large organic weapon. 

1. Able to shape hands into blades dealing 1d8 DMG on hit. 

2. You can alter your shoulders to produce cannons from bone and blood. The cannon fires up to 90ft 

(9 areas) away and deals 1d10 DMG but drains 1d4 health from you each time you fire it. 

3. You can shape sinew under your arms to form makeshift wings for gliding. You won't be able to gain 

height, but you can "fly" 60ft per turn and will drop 10ft every turn. You can use your cannon while 

gliding without interruption. 

4. Your blades are upgraded to 1d10 DMG and will drain an additional 1d4 health from targets to heal 

yourself. 

5. You can transform your whole body covering it in a thick dermal plating giving you a +5 DEF and 

increasing +3 STR and END. 

Plasma Control 
You can generate and control a warm deep blue material called plasma. A burning and shocking substance of 

unknown purpose or origin. 

1. You can generate warm plasma, a radiated light-blue gel that deals electric and heat damage. The 

generated plasma can be thrown up to one area away and inflicts 2d4 DMG. 

2. You can shape the plasma into bolts able to be flung anywhere in line of sight. 

3. You can create a plasma shield in front of you. The shield will absorb incoming attacks and a lightning 

bolt will lash out at the attacker for 2d4 counter damage. 

4. Your plasma bolts are upgraded to 2d6 DMG. You can create a pillar of plasma that rains down on a 

target tile in line of sight. The air will crackle providing a target a slight warning giving them a +2 to 

any dodge chance, but the pillar will deal 4d4 DMG if it strikes directly and 2d4 DMG to anyone else 

in the area. 

5. You can create a deluge of plasma swirling above your head and rushing at a target dealing 2d12 

DMG to anyone in a 20ft cone ahead of you. Creating the deluge costs a full action. 

Psionics 
You have an ability to dominate through mental blasts and psionic energy. 

1. Ability to read minds, detect thoughts, and communicate telepathically. Detecting minds prevents 

you from being sneak attacked and reading minds grants you a +5 to DEF against a target you can 

read as you anticipate their attacks. 

2. You have a post-cognitive ability to detect recent history from rooms, objects, and people you touch. 
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3. You can cause a pulse of psionic power directly in a persons mind dealing 1d6 DMG without a chance 

of resistance as an attack action. 

Replicate 
Similar to deflection, Replicate is a power-interacting power designed to combat other powered people. 

 X. You have the ability to steal any power of your Replicate Lv or lower. 

*You must have seen the power used in order to replicate it. 

*You can only “store” one power at a time. Meaning once you replicate a power, you’ve got it until you 

decide to replicate another one. 

Restoration 
You have a supernatural ability to heal living beings. 

1. You can heal any target in line of sight for 1d6 HP, including yourself. 

2. You can heal any target in line of sight for 1d10 HP, including yourself. 

3. You can heal any target in line of sight for 2d6 HP, including yourself. 

4. You can heal any target in line of sight for 3d4 HP, including yourself. 

Self-Duplication 
You have the ability to create temporary clones of yourself to perform multiple tasks or make tricky combat 

for your foes. 

1. You can create a clone of yourself. The clone is slow, taking a turn right after yours but with only one 

action. The clone otherwise follows all your stats at the time of creation, except that the clone only 

has 5 HP. 

2. Your clone is slightly more functional, able to perform two actions on its turn. 

3. Your clone is capable of using your other powers. 

4. You can create up to 4 clones. 

Shapeshifting 
You have the ability to alter your appearance to match another person. 

1. You can alter your appearance to perfectly mimic anyone else you can see at the time. 

2. You can alter your appearance to perfectly mimic anyone else you've seen before. 

3. You can perfectly mimic voices you've heard before. 

Summoning 
You have the ability to call a person from any location to your present one. 

1. You can give people a link (a device, stone, or a mark of some kind) that targets them for 

summoning. By spending an action you can pull the person holding the device (or the mark) and 

bring them to your location. 
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2. Your summoning will be instant, immediately bringing the designated person to your location. 

3. You can leave a mark in an area and, upon landing a melee attack, banish the target to the location 

of your mark. Sort of inverting your summoning power. 

Symbiotic Skin 
You have the ability to wrap yourself in a second layer of living, thinking skin.  

1. A symbiotic suit surrounds you. The suit has 3 points that can be used to increase any of your 

attributes and can be changed by "shifting" the suit as an attack action. 

2. The suit protects you with +2 DEF and -5/DR from all sources. 

3. The suit is flexible allowing you to make melee attacks at reach. You also gain an additional 3 shift 

points to increase attributes. 

4. The symbiotic suit is capable of extending off of you in a rough limb shape granting you an extra 

attack action. 

5. The suit grants you another 3 shift points for attributes, a total of +4 DEF, and -10/DR from all 

sources. 

Teleporation 
You have the ability to teleport yourself as an immediate form of transportation. 

1. You have the ability to teleport anywhere within 3 areas of your position as a movement action. 

2. You can teleport anywhere in line of sight. 

3. Your teleports produce an effect (smoke, flash of light, etc) that stuns anyone within 5ft when you 

teleport. 

4. Whenever an attack misses you, you can teleport as a reaction. 

Weapon Generation 
You have the ability to spawn weapons made of pure energy, wielding them with extreme proficiency. 

1. You have the ability to generate swords made of pure energy, dealing 1d8 DMG. Generating 

weapons costs one action. 

2. You can generate a rifle made of pure energy, dealing 1d8 DMG at range. The rifle has four shots 

before needing re-generated. 

3. Your generated weapons deal an extra 1d6 DMG. 

4. You can generate swords to surround you which will attack anyone who comes into range (15ft.) 

5. You can generate rifles which act as turrets firing at any enemy when they have an opportunity. The 

rifle can fire four shots before needing re-generated. 

Tier 4 Powers 

Blood Control 
You have the ability to control blood. A very dangerous and taboo ability. 
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1. You can control loose blood. Shaping it into lashes (dealing 1d6 DMG) or coagulating wounds (stop 

bleeding-out). 

2. You have an excellent control of your own blood. By slashing yourself for at least 5 DMG you can 

release enough blood to create long lashes at reach (1d8 DMG) or toss small orbs of blood up to 60ft 

dealing 1d6 DMG. 

3. You can control the blood of others, even while in their body. You can command a target to take one 

action regardless of their will. You can also lift them, drag them, and otherwise have complete 

control over them. 

4. You can dive into a person causing an explosion of blood, but without leaving a visible wound. You 

can then dive out of another person as a form of teleportation. The enter and exit look similar 

causing a lot of blood to spill and each deals 1d12+6 DMG. 

5. You can "purge" blood from a person causing it to explode outward from their wrists, collar, mouth, 

and eyes. This effect deals 3d6+6 DMG and stuns the target. 

Decay 
You have the ability to immediately rot and age something you touch. 

1. You can cause something or someone you touch to rot away. The decay affects only about 5in 

around the touched part, but still deals 1d6+5 DMG to people or objects. 

2. The decay spreads further corrupting an entire limb or most of a torso. A critical hit (a touch to the 

head) will outright kill someone, otherwise damage dealt is 1d12+6 DMG. Objects around the size of 

a car can be completely obliterated into dust in mere seconds. 

3. The decay corrupts absolutely, a mere touch will outright kill in a few seconds. Entire buildings can 

be crumbled away in less than a minute. 

Gravity Manipulation 
You have the ability to manipulate gravity around you. 

1. You can manipulate the effect of gravity on yourself. Force gravity to repulse you giving you flight (up 

to your walking speed) or make yourself denser giving yourself 10/DR and impossible to move. 

2. You can manipulate the effect of gravity on others, forcing them into the air, pinning them to the 

ground, slamming them for 1d10 DMG per 10ft lifted. (You may lift or move a target against their will 

at 20ft per action.) 

3. You can create gravity wells causing people to struggle to move in a 2x2 area block slowing anyone 

you select within the well. 

4. The speed of your manipulation on unwilling targets is increased to 40ft per action spent lifting. 

Hex Creation 
The ability to inflict literal curses upon your enemies making them less effective in combat. 

1. Target you focus on suffers a -2 penalty to all rolls. 

2. Target you focus on suffers a -3 penalty to all rolls. 
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3. Target you focus on suffers a -4 penalty to all rolls. 

4. Target you focus on suffers a -5 penalty to all rolls. 

5. You may designate up to five targets to suffer the -5 penalty and do not have to focus on them. 

Invincibility 
You become indestructible, incapable of suffering damage. 

 X. Each level of Invincibility you take gives you a total immunity to a damage type of your 

choice from the table below. 

Piercing 

Slashing 

Bashing 

Fire 

Electric 

Cold 

Toxin / Poison 

 

*Effects like power manipulation can remove your invincibility. 

*You will still eventually experience the effects of aging and die of old age. 

Memory Manipulation 
You gain the ability to read minds and corrupt memories. 

1. You can read the memories of people you touch. 

2. You have the ability to implant memories of people you touch. Even trapping them in a fake memory 

for a short while (one turn) after which they will be normal, but shaken (slowed on their next turn.) 

3. Using memory manipulation you can temporarily gain control of someone. For one turn, they will 

follow your orders, then they'll snap out of it and be slowed, after which they'll be immune to your 

memory effects for 1d4 turns. 

Mysticism 
You become capable of casting spells and manipulating the world around you via magic and sorceries. 

1. You may fire small arcane bolts of energy dealing 1d6 DMG in line of sight. 

2. Using magic you may emulate any lv-1 ability from Tier 1 powers. 

3. Using magic you may emulate any lv-2 ability from Tier 1 powers, or lv-1 abilities from Tier 2 powers. 

4. Using magic you may emulate any lv-3 ability from Tier 1 powers, or lv-2 abilities from Tier 2 powers, 

or lv-1 abilities from Tier 3 powers. 

5. Using magic you may emulate any lv-4 ability from Tier 1 powers, or lv-3 abilities from Tier 2 powers, 

or lv-2 abilities from Tier 3 powers. 

6. Using magic you may emulate any lv-4 ability from Tier 2 powers, or lv-3 abilities from Tier 3 powers. 
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Possession 
You have the ability to invade the mind of a person, placing you in total control of their actions. 

1. Ability to invade the mind of, and control regular people. 

2. You can use your other powers while possessing a person. 

3. By beating a RES check twice you can take control of a powered person. 

Power Manipulation 
You have the unique ability to enhance and diminish the powers of another hero or villain. 

1. You may weaken or boost the powers of anyone you touch by one level. This lasts for two turns. 

2. You may manipulate the powers of anyone within 30ft. Effect lasts until they are out of range. 

3. You may manipulate the powers of anyone in line of sight. Effect lasts until you choose or they are 

out of range. 

Probability Manipulation 
If you tell people you have this power, they might not believe you until they see it in action. The ability to 

manipulate luck and probability is, after all, pretty difficult to prove. 

1. You may roll two dice and choose whichever result better suits your need. 

2. You may designate a target who rolls two dice, you get to choose whichever result you like better. 

3. Any attack made against you, or opposed roll against you, requires two die rolls (from yourself and 

the opponent) and you have the choice of which results work. 

Reanimation (Rivals Update) 

1. You can reanimate one corpse as a mindless "Minion Zombie" with 1 HP and -3 in all stats that 

follows your orders until destroyed. 

2. You can animate 2x your Reanimation Power Tier in Minion Zombies at one time. 

3. You can animate one corpse as a more powerful Warlord Zombie which is capable of using weapons, 

has 15 HP, and +3 to AGI, STR, and END. 

4. You can reanimate 3x your Reanimation Power Tier in Minion Zombies at one time. 

5. You can absorb the souls of the recently deceased (1 hour or so ago.) Doing so gives yourself a +5 

bonus HP per soul absorbed (max of 50 bonus HP.) This Bonus HP is spent first whenever you are 

damaged. 

6. Your Warlord Zombie becomes more powerful with 30 HP and +6 to AGI, STR, and END. 

7. Your body becomes more attuned with undeath and you gain a -5 damage reduction from all sources 

as you no longer feel pain and your powers begin to fuel your body more than your organs do. 

8. You can make a Phylactery much like the fabled Lich. So long as your Phylactery exists, you cannot be 

destroyed. You will regenerate at the location of your Phylactery at a rate of 5 HP per day until back 

to full health. You cannot move or act until your body is completely regenerated. 

9. Your Warlord Zombie becomes more powerful with 60 HP and +12 to AGI, STR, and END. 

10. You can animate 5x your Reanimation Power Tier in Minion Zombies at one time. 
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Sanctify 
You have the godlike power to alter the rules of the world around you, creating pocket realms where you 

define the limitations of man. 

1. You may create a 3x3 area block aura in which laws you enact must be followed. People will not 

bend to your whim (meaning laws like "you must kill yourself" will not be followed) but they will 

obey decrees forbidding actions (movements, attacks, speaking, power usage (specific power usage) 

etc.) The sanctuary lasts until your next turn and must be performed again. Using sanctify costs a full 

action. 

2. The aura size is increased to 6x6 area block aura. 

Spore Clouds 
You have the ability to trigger a veritable effect with spores ranging from totally dangerous to life-giving. 

1. You can create spore clouds reaching up to 30ft (3 areas) around your body. The aura follows you 

and can create one of several effects. You can create weakness clouds affecting all persons with -2 to 

all rolls, or detection clouds which stick to hidden targets and reveal them (even invisible targets) 

giving them a -2 to DEF. You may only have one effect active at a time, using another one replaces 

the first. 

2. You can create spore clouds of toxin dealing 1d6+1 DMG to anyone who ends their turn inside the 

cloud, or create thick spore clouds which causes targets who start their turn in the cloud to be 

slowed (their turn only has one action) 

3. You can create darkness clouds blinding anyone within them, or create static clouds causing anyone 

who moves within the cloud to suffer 1d6 DMG. 

4. You can create healing aura clouds which restore 1d6 DMG to your teammates when they end their 

turn in the cloud, or create incendiary clouds which ignite targets for 1d8 DMG immediately as they 

touch the spores, and again at the start of their turns if they're in the cloud. 

Time Control 
You have the ability to manipulate time around you. Note that this ability does not allow time travel, it only 

alters your current timeflow and only in a very localized space. 

1. You have the ability to hasten and slow targets in line of sight (self-included.) Hastening a target 

grants them an extra action on their turn. Slowed targets lose one action on their next turn. 

2. You can displace targets causing them to stop out of time. A stopped target misses their next turn 

completely. 

3. You can rush a target giving them the turn right after yours finishes. Their turn is  permanently 

moved to this spot in the turn order. 

4. You can lock time briefly giving yourself two consecutive turns. 
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5. You have the ability to rewind time a short distance (to any point between the moment of use and 

the start of your last turn.) everyone involved is aware of the rewind and may change strategies 

accordingly. You may only rewind time once per turn. 

Zenith 
This isn’t even your final form. With Zenith you can unlock an advanced state making you a more formidable 

opponent. 

1. You can activate an advanced state. The state lasts 3 turns and provides +2 to all rolls. 

2. Your advanced state lasts 5 turns and provides +4 to all rolls. 

3. Your advanced state lasts 8 turns and provides +6 to all rolls. 

4. Your advanced state lasts 10 turns and provides +8 to all rolls. 

5. Your advanced state lasts for as long as you want (so long as you remain conscious and alive) and 

provides +10 to all rolls. 


